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ABSTRACT 

Accelerated increase in growth of world energy consumption, the fast depletion of 

fossil fuel reserve and climatic change due to the burning of fossil fuel have called for 

sourcing alternative means to generate energy. Renewable energy sources are 

inexhaustible and occur naturally; the energy generated are non-polluting and 

economically viable thus, they are believed to be the befitting alternatives to non-

renewable fossil fuels. The most salient method of exploiting the solar energy is via solar 

cells which directly convert solar radiation absorbed by semiconductors to electrical 

energy. Unlike silicon solar cells, polymer solar cells are solution processed, flexible and 

lightweight and therefore believed to offer the eventual solution to renewable energy. 

Challenges such as low power conversion efficiency and durability being overcome have 

made polymer solar cells suitable candidate for a future energy source. Backbone rigidity 

prevents many conjugated polymers from being processable from organic solvents 

creating major hindrances to their potential applications as donor materials for polymer 

photovoltaics. Side-chain functionalization is a common way of rendering conjugated 

polymers solution processed, however, factors such a structural modification can cause 

steric hindrance in the polymer molecule. Therefore, electrical, optical and mechanical 

properties of the polymers are greatly affected. Dodecyl benzene sulfonic acid, a 

surfactant anion, has been used to improve solubility of conducting polyaniline (PANI) 

and polypyrrole (Ppy) making them soluble in m-cresol, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 

dimethylformamide (DMF), and chloroform. This thesis addresses the use of DBSA as a 

dopant and stabilizer for the synthesis of solution processed conducting polymers. The 

materials studied in this project are intended for donor material in the active layer of 

polymer solar cells. Meanwhile, chemical oxidative polymerization of processable 

conducting polypyrrole using DBSA, a relatively large dopant anion, reduces 

intermolecular interaction between polypyrrole chains, leading to the organic soluble Ppy. 
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Therefore, in the present study, solution processable copolymer containing PNVC and 

Ppy was synthesized via chemical oxidative polymerization with DBSA as a dopant and 

stabilizer and ammonium persulfate the oxidant. It was found that the solubility of the 

resulting copolymer was greatly enhanced by the DBSA dopant. Furthermore, the result 

from the electrical and thermal analysis showed improved thermal behaviour with respect 

to the Ppy and electrical conductivity as regards the PNVC. Additionally, photovoltaic 

properties of the DBSA dope PNVC-Ppy copolymer was tested by fabricating BHJ solar 

cell using the copolymer product as the donor and a soluble fullerene derivative PC60BM 

as the acceptor. The effect of GO and rGO on the electrical properties of the DBSA-doped 

PNVC-Ppy copolymer was further investigated due to the fact that π-electron rich 

polymers can form π-stacking with the graphene sheets. The obtained nanocomposites 

exhibited appropriate optical and electrical properties to be used an active layer in 

polymer electronics. In conclusion, this thesis demonstrates that solubility of the PNVC-

Ppy copolymer can be significantly improved by doping with DBSA and the doped 

copolymer can be applied in photovoltaics. 
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ABSTRAK 

 

Peningkatan penggunaan tenaga dunia, pengurangan rizab bahan api fosil dengan 

pantas serta perubahan iklim yang berpunca daripada pembakaran bahan api fosil 

menyebabkan perlunya sumber alternatif untuk menjana tenaga. Ini memastikan sumber 

tenaga boleh diperbaharui sentiasa ada dan terjadi secara semula jadi. Tenaga yang 

dihasilkan bukan sahaja tidak mencemar tetapi juga berdaya maju dari segi ekonomi. Oleh 

itu, ia dipercayai merupakan alternatif untuk bahan api fosil yang tidak boleh 

diperbaharui. Kaedah yang paling penting untuk mengeksploitasi tenaga solar adalah 

melalui serapan sel-sel solar yang ditukarkan oleh semikonduktor menjadi tenaga 

elektrik. Berlainan dari sel-sel solar silikon, sel-sel solar polimer mudah diproses, 

fleksibel dan ringan. Justeru, ia boleh menyumbang sebagai tenaga boleh diperbaharui. 

Ia juga berjaya mengatasi cabaran-cabaran seperti faktor kecekapan penukaran kuasa 

rendah serta ketahanan, lantas membuatkannnya sesuai digunakan sebagai sumber tenaga 

di masa depan. Ketegaran struktur tulang belakangnya menghalang banyak polimer 

konjugat daripada diproses oleh pelarut organik. Ini menghalang potensi aplikasinya 

sebagai bahan penderma untuk fotovolta polimer. Meskipun fungsi rantai polimer 

merupakan cara yang biasa digunakan untuk mempercepatkan proses larutan polimer 

konjugat, faktor seperti pengubahsuaian struktur boleh menyebabkan halangan sterik 

dalam molekul polimer. Justeru, sifat-sifat polimer seperti elektrik, optik dan mekanikal 

akan terjejas.Dodesil benzena asid sulfonik yang juga merupakan surfaktan anionik telah 

digunakan untuk meningkatkan kebolehlarutan polianilina (PANI) dan polipirol (Ppy) 

sekali gus melarutkannya di dalam m-cresol, dimetil sulfoksida (DMSO), dimetil 

formamida (DMF) dan kloroform. Tesis ini mengkaji penggunaan DBSA sebagai 

pendopan dan penstabil untuk sintesis larutan polimer konduktor yang diproses. Bahan-

bahan yang dikaji dalam projek ini bertujuan untuk dijadikan bahan penderma untuk 

lapisan aktif dalam sel-sel solar polimer. Pempolimeran oksidatif kimia polipirol yang 

boleh diproses menggunakan DBSA, yang mana merupakan pendopan anionik besar, 

dikenal pasti dapat mengurangkan interaksi antara molekul antara rantaian polipirol lalu 

menghasilkan larutan Ppy organik. Oleh itu, dalam kajian ini, larutan kopolimer yang 

boleh diproses dan mengandungi PNVC dan Ppy telah disintesis melalui pempolimeran 

oksidatif kimia dengan DBSA sebagai pendopan dan penstabil serta ammonium persulfat 

oksida. Didapati bahawa kebolehlarutan kopolimer yang terhasil telah banyak 

dipertingkatkan oleh pendopan DBSA itu. Tambahan pula, hasil daripada analisis elektrik 
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dan haba yang menunjukkan tingkah laku haba lebih berkesan kerana penggunaan Ppy 

dan pengaliran elektrik untuk PNVC. Selain itu, ciri-ciri fotovolta daripada DBSA 

PNVC-Ppy kopolimer telah diuji dengan rekaan BHJ sel solar menggunakan produk 

kopolimer sebagai penderma dan fulerena larut PC60BM derivatif sebagai penerima. 

Kesan GO dan rGO pada sifat-sifat elektrik PNVC-Ppy kopolimer DBSA telah disiasat 

dengan lebih lanjut kerana kebolehan π-elektron polimer kaya membentuk π-susunan 

dengan lembaran graphene diragui. Komposit nano yang diperolehi mempamerkan ciri-

ciri optik dan elektrik yang sesuai digunakan sebagai lapisan aktif dalam polimer 

elektronik. Kesimpulannya, tesis ini menunjukkan bahawa kebolehlarutan kopolimer 

PNVC-Ppy boleh ditingkatkan secara signifikan dengan pendopan DBSA manakala 

kopolimer yang didopkan boleh digunakan dalam fotovolta.
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

Optoelectronics is a branch of electronics that combines optical and electronic 

properties of semiconducting materials to fabricate devices that operate on both light and 

electrical currents. Optoelectronic devices produce electrical energy on exposure to light 

energy in the visible and infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. These class of 

devices includes light-emitting diodes and laser diodes that produce light when activated 

electrically, photovoltaic cells that convert light to an electrical energy, and devices that 

can control the propagation of light using electronics. When an incident light in form of 

photon strikes a surface, the surface produces photoluminescence. Devices such as 

photoresistors applicable as twilight switches, security, and counting systems are 

common examples of photoconductive devices. Their operational principle is based on 

detecting variations in the light intensities and subsequently, deactivate or activate 

electronic circuits. Devices such as phototransistors and photodiodes are in this category 

as they generate current upon illumination using reverse bias junctions.  On the other 

hand, photovoltaic devices produce electricity on exposure light using potential 

difference generated across the p-n junction. 

To be potentially useful in optoelectronics, a conducting polymer must possess 

excellent mechanical and electronic properties, solution processability, and high 

environmental stability.  However, a fundamental problem hindering the processes and 

application of conducting polymers is the difficulties involved in rendering conjugated 

polymer solution processable. Although conjugated polymers are relatively infusible and 

insoluble in organic solvents because of the backbone rigidity resulting from the 

conjugated double bonds, solubility can be achieved through chemical modifications of 

the polymeric chain with little effect on the electrical conductivity. From the industrial 

point of view, achieving solubility will enable processing of conducting polymer blends, 
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nanocomposites or copolymer films or fibre for various electronic and mechanical 

applications. 

Furthermore, the ability to process conjugated polymer from solution has introduced a 

new era in terms of fundamental research areas, such as the spectroscopic origin of charge 

storage difference between conducting polymer in solid state and dissolved form. 

Fundamentally, the conjugated polymer is doped in order to achieve a reasonable state of 

conduction. However, mechanisms for the inherent restacking of doped conducting 

polymer have been linked to two possible causes; (1) the direct impact of doping on the 

polymer rigidity (2) the increased inter-chain interaction due to increase in polarity. 

Conducting polymer chain rigidity can be influenced by an increase in electron density 

of the region around the double bond.  

Owing to the synergistic effect of composite materials, conducting polymer blends, 

copolymers or nanocomposites exhibit exceptional properties. Thus, various forms of 

conducting polymers are expected to be applicable in many areas, such as energy storage 

devices, sensors, catalysis, microwave absorption and EMI shielding, ER fluids and 

optoelectronics. Optoelectronic applications of conducting polymers especially polymer 

solar cells require the conjugated polymer to be solution processable from organic 

solvents. As mentioned earlier, the extent of solubility of a given conjugated polymer in 

governed by factors such as chain length, backbone rigidity, the degree of polymerization, 

the polarity of the substituent groups, and interchain interaction. Apart from solution 

processability, conducting polymer solubility also contributes to the morphology, and 

crystallinity of the active layer material, which eventually govern the optimal 

performance of optoelectronic devices.  

In 1839, a French experimental physicist Edmund Becquerel discovered that certain 

materials could display photovoltaic effect by generating a weak electrical current on 
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exposure to sunlight (Becquerel, 1839). In 1873 Smith discovered photoconductivity in 

selenium (Adams & Day, 1876; Spanggaard & Krebs, 2004). later in 1883 Fritts 

fabricated photovoltaic cell by coating gold with selenium (Chandrasekaran et al., 2011). 

Although 1 % efficiency was recorded for Fritts' solar cell, materials involved were very 

costly and thus the cell was never adopted on a large scale. The discovery of the first 

practical silicon solar cell by a team of scientists at Bell Laboratory in 1953 revolutionized 

the solar cell technology with power conversion efficiency of 6 % (Chapin et al., 1954).  

The photovoltaic effect is the basic process in which electron-hole pairs are created 

when solar photons fall on semiconductors. Upon light absorption, the electron is 

displaced from the valence band to the conduction of a semiconductor leaving behind a 

positive charge called the hole. If the semiconductor material is connected to two charge 

collection points (electrodes), electricity can be generated. The electrical energy 

generated is clean and renewable. 

For many years, inorganic solar cell consist of mainly crystalline silicon has been the 

most circulated solar power outlet. In terms of power conversion efficiency (≈ 26 %) 

(Green et al., 2015) and life cycle (> 20 years), (Bundgaard & Krebs, 2007; Gong et al., 

2015) silicon-based solar cell is still a reference point. Despite high efficiency, very 

expensive materials and the high cost of production of silicon-based solar cells remain 

the challenges to the industry. For example, the cost of production of the photon absorber 

in silicon-based solar cells is almost half of the total cost (Hammed et al., 2013; Rahimi 

et al., 2013). 

In the quest for reducing materials and production costs of the first-generation wafer 

based photovoltaic technologies, the second-generation solar cell technology is currently 

under active scientific investigation. The new technology involves direct deposition of 

thin film of amorphous silicon, cadmium telluride (CdTe), copper indium gallium 
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selenide (CIGS) or cadmium sulphide (CdS) onto a large area substrate by either 

sputtering, physical or chemical vapour deposition. Apart from the lower cost of 

production, ease of fabrication into a thin film and higher photon absorption render 

second generation solar cells stiff competitor to the silicon wafer. However, the efficiency 

of the thin film photovoltaic cell which is currently in the range of 15-20% (Lu et al., 

2015) and its commercial use are some of the challenges to overcome.  

Simultaneously, since the discovery of intrinsic semiconducting polymers in the 

1970s,(Heeger, 2001; MacDiarmid, 2001) research focuses on conjugated polymers has 

increased immensely. As a result, a range of applications of organic thin film and organic 

solid based devices have emerged. Among them are biosensors, photodiodes, organic 

light‐emitting diodes (OLEDs) (Gross et al., 2000), field‐effect transistors (FETs) 

(Horowitz, 1998), supercapacitors (Bispo-Fonseca et al., 1999) and photovoltaic cells. 

The early stage of OPV witnessed devices with very low power conversion efficiency and 

short life span (Kallmann & Pope, 1959; Nicholson & Castro, 2010). Recently, organic 

based solar cells have demonstrated capabilities in terms of efficiency (11 %) (Green et 

al., 2015) and stability comparable to their inorganic counterparts making them suitable 

candidates for future renewable energy source as they are not only solution processable 

but also suitable for high-throughput large area production via screen printing (Krebs et 

al., 2009). 

Owing to their numerous advantages such as low cost of production, ease of fabrication 

into a thin film, mechanical flexibility and high photon absorption, organic 

semiconductors are expected to be suitable for various electrical and electronic 

applications including generation of portable and domestic electricity. Polymer solar cells 

can be used as building materials, combine with textile or plastic materials, for cost 

reduction and effective usage (Bedeloglu, 2011).  
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1.2 Objectives and thesis organization 

This project aims at testing the hypothesis that copolymerization of n-vinyl carbazole 

and pyrrole monomers in the presence of dodecyl benzene sulfonic acid will yield soluble 

conducting polymers applicable as active layer materials in polymer bulk-heterojunction 

solar cells.  

It is well-known that side chain functionalization is one of the common ways of 

rendering conjugated polymers solution processable. However, such structural 

modification often leads to steric hindrance on the conjugated backbone, especially if the 

side chains are big alkyl groups. As a result, electrical, optical and mechanical properties 

of the polymers are significantly affected.  

The prime focus of this work is to devise an easy route to polymerizing soluble 

conducting polymers using organic acid, dodecyl benzene sulfonic acid. This novel 

material is expected to be solution processable due to the stabilizing effect of the organic 

acid making it possible to spin cast a thin film from the polymer product. Another focus 

of the present work is to investigate the optical, electrochemical and morphological 

properties of the polymer products as required for their applications as donor materials in 

solar cells. Lastly, the present work also emphasizes the application of the copolymer 

products as donor materials in the active layer of polymer bulk heterojunction solar cells. 

In Chapter 2, a brief historical background of solar cells vis-à-vis the emergence of 

organic based solar is discussed. The second part of the chapter addresses the concept of 

polymer photovoltaic cells, its working principle, and characterization. In the last part of 

the chapter, deep insight into the chemistry of π-conjugated polymers, their preparation 

and the state of the art polymers in the field of organic electronics are addressed. The last 

part of the chapter addresses the various methods of rendering conjugated polymers 
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solution processable by evaluating side chain functionalization and the use of functional 

protonic acid dopants. 

In Chapter 3, synthesis and characterization methods of solution processable π-

conjugated polymers are discussed. The film forming abilities of the polymer in various 

organic solvents are tested to investigate their potentials as donor materials in polymer 

bulk-heterojunction solar cells. 

In Chapter 4, having studied the optical and electronic bandgaps as well as 

photoluminescence properties of the copolymers, photovoltaic cells with solution 

processable DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy copolymer as the donor material and PC60BM as 

the electron acceptor are fabricated. Photovoltaic properties of these cells such as fill 

factor, open circuit voltage, short circuit current and power conversion efficiency are 

measured. 

Due to the low conductivity of poly n-vinyl carbazole, the electrical conductivity of 

the copolymer product is lower than that of polypyrrole. Therefore, in Chapter 5 and 6, 

graphene, a single layer of graphite that is well known due to its high electrical and 

excellent mechanical properties is used to form a composite with the copolymer. The 

effects of graphene oxide and reduced graphene oxide on the electrical property of the 

polymer are thus investigated. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1  Organic Semiconductors 

Organic solar cells are new technology whereby optically active organic materials are 

used to replace inorganic semiconductors in order to reduce production cost and increase 

domestic application of solar cells. Among the advantages of organic materials is 

molecular design flexibility resulting from the ability to easily modify their physical and 

chemical orientations. 

Organic materials are readily available and can be solution processable. Thus, a large 

volume of organic solar cells can be fabricated at low cost via spin coating, inkjet printing, 

screen printing doctor blading, and roll to roll printing (Krebs, 2009). Organic molecules 

readily absorb photons because of their high optical absorption coefficient. Therefore, the 

ratio of material quantity to light absorbed is very low. The main shortcomings of organic 

solar cells are low device efficiency and low stability.  

Organic solar cells can be grouped into two categories based on the size of the 

constituent molecules. While solar cells fabricated from small molecules are usually 

synthesized by thermal evaporation and then vacuum-deposited in the form of thin film, 

polymer solar cells are generally solution-processed from single or a mixture of two or 

three organic solvents. However, recent studies have shown that small molecule organic 

photovoltaic cells with excellent efficiency are also solution processable (Sun et al., 2012; 

Zhou et al., 2012). The discussions in this thesis will be limited to polymer-based solar 

cells. 

2.1.1 Conjugated Polymers 

Based on their electrical behaviours, materials are generally classified as conductors 

(conductivity > 103
 S/cm), insulators (conductivity > 103

 S/cm), and semiconductors (10 

> conductivity > 10-4
 S/cm based on doping level).  The general belief about polymers 
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was that they were insulating in nature, unable to transport electrical charges and thus 

their usage was confined to packaging, electrical insulations, and fabric where their 

flexibility and inert properties were tapped. Insulating polymers contain long chains of 

saturated hydrocarbons with surface resistivity above 1012 ohm-cm. In these polymers, 

all the valence electrons of the carbon atoms forming the backbone are used for covalent 

bonding. Hence, no free electrons and therefore, the polymers are insulating. 

Development of conjugated polymers that displays conductivity when doped changed 

“all-insulating” perception about polymers. First of such attempt was the conductivity of 

doped polypyrrole reported by McNeill et al (1963) and was measured to be 1 S cm-1. 

Later in 1977, Heeger et al. (2000) accidentally discovered that polymers (plastics) can 

conduct in a similar way to inorganic semiconductors or even metals. They were thus 

awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2000 for the ground-breaking discovery. 

The discovery of polyacetylene in 1977 subsequently lead to further investigations into 

the electrical properties of conducting polymers and more conjugated polymers and their 

derivatives were discovered in early years. Nowadays, apart from conduction mechanism 

of conjugated polymers, other intriguing properties of conjugated polymers such as 

photoluminescence, optical behaviour, and film forming ability are being investigated.  

The accelerating popularity is due to molecular tunability, a key factor to collaborative 

research and to the evolving technological applications of these novel materials in 

supercapacitors (Snook et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2014), electromagnetic shielding 

(Thomassin et al., 2013; Vyas & Chandra, 2016), molecular electronics (Kim et al., 2013), 

sensors (Ates, 2013; Green et al., 2010), organic solar cells (Coughlin et al., 2014), and 

non-linear optics (Prasad & Ulrich, 2012). 

Unlike other conducting polymers which are made conducting by forming a composite 

with conducting particles such as metal, carbon, or graphite (Croce et al., 1990; Huo et 
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al., 2014); intrinsically conducting polymers possess conjugated double bonds in their 

backbone and can be made conducting via doping. Conjugated polymers, similar to other 

organic compounds, contain single bonds built from  (sigma) bonds and double bonds 

built from    (pi) bonds.  bonds between the nuclei of the carbon atoms that make up 

the polymer chain are immobile and therefore, give the polymer its firmness and rigidity. 

By introducing dopant materials, the -electrons can easily be delocalized, the reason for 

their electrical conductivity. Figure 2.1 shows a few conjugated polymers that serve as 

the basis for the research into the field of conducting polymers. The remaining part of this 

chapter will address the historical developments of conjugated polymers with a deep 

insight on their characteristic properties. 

2.1.1.1 Historical development  

Mankind has been using natural polymers in the form of wood, fibre, bone, and fur 

since the primeval periods. However, these materials were not known as macromolecules 

until a Nobel Prize winner, Hermann Staudinger coined the word ‘macromolecule’ when 

working on a molecule with large polymeric chains. Later, the macromolecular chemistry 

was brought to a limelight by the contribution of Nobel laureates Karl Ziegler, Giulio 

Natta, and Paul Flory. However, the products of their investigations were insulating 

polymeric material devoid of electrical characteristics. Hence, they were deemed not 

interesting from conducting polymer perspective. Meanwhile, many conducting polymers 

have been known and used without being aware of their conductivity perhaps due to the 

improper characterization that obscured their electronic properties. As an example, Poly 

(p-phenylene sulphide), PSS branded as Rayton by Phillips Chemicals has been 

commercially produced and applied as an insulator since the past three decades. 

The ground-breaking efforts of Shirakawa and co-workers on the preparation of 

polyacetylene as well as doping it to assume metallic conductivity by MacDiarmid and 
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Heeger research group shifted research focus towards conjugated polymers and their 

applications (Heeger, 2001; Shirakawa, 2001). While these investigations opened a new 

door into the world of plastics, it should be noted that investigation into conducting 

behaviour of conjugated polymers can be traced back to the work of René Buvet and 

Marcel Jozefowicz on polyaniline as well as Donald Weiss on polypyrrole in the 19th 

century when they were not known as polymers. 

McNeill and Weiss (1959) investigated conducting polymers to obtain adsorbents that 

can be activated electrically. Using hydroquinone and phthalic anhydride reagents, they 

obtained insoluble xanthene polymers that exhibited semiconductor properties. Later 

based on a report that upon heating, thermally unstable tetraiodopyrrole liberates iodine 

vapour to produce a black solid mass, Weiss and McNeill isolated and then polymerized 

an insoluble black powder from tetraiodopyrrole (McNeill et al., 1963). Characterizing 

the structural and electrical properties of the product (polypyrrole), they observed ‘a 

three-dimensional network of pyrrole rings’ that contain ‘iodine substitution’ (Bolto & 

Weiss, 1963; Rasmussen, 2011). Their work proposed a tentative structure of (iodine 

substituted) polypyrrole with good electrical conductivity having resistivity ranged 

between 11-200 Ω cm (Bolto et al., 1963). 

Aniline, on the other hand, has been known since the mid-1800s (Inzelt, 2012) owing 

to its oxidation into coloured substances. Its ability to easily undergo redox process was 

the major reason why it was used to study the mechanism of oxidative polymerization in 

the early 1900s (Inzelt, 2012). To understand the electronic properties and subsequently, 

the redox behaviour of oligoaniline, Jozefowicz and his group devoted to finding a 

reproducible synthetic route to obtain aniline oligomer (Rasmussen, 2011). This later 

leads to the chemical polymerization of emeraldine form of polyaniline using ammonium 

persulfate as the oxidizing agent.  
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Table 2.1: Examples of a few conjugated polymers 

  

Polyacetylene (PA) 

 

Poly(p-phenylene) (PPP) 

 

Poly(phenylenevinylene) (PPV) 

 

Polythiophene (PT) 

 

poly(3‐hexylthiophene) (P3HT) 

 

Polypyrrole (PPy) 

 

Polyaniline (PANI) 

 

Polyethylene dioxythiophene 

(PEDOT) 

 

Polyparaphenylene sulfide (PSS) 

 

Poly (3 alkyl) thiophene (P3AT) 

R = methyl, butyl, etc. 
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2.1.1.2 Electronic Properties of conjugated polymers 

Carbon is the element number 6 of the Periodic Table with ground state electronic 

configuration of 1s2 2s2 2p2. Therefore, it belongs to group 4 having its valence electrons 

in 2s and 2p orbitals. In a typical organic molecule where carbon is the central atom, the 

2s and 2p orbitals in the atomic carbon may hybridize into tetrahedral sp3 orbital, planar 

hexagonal sp2 orbital or sp orbital which is linear. Diamond represents the simplest sp3 

structure of carbon materials while polyacetylene and graphite are in sp2 form.  

In diamond, the tetravalency of carbon atom is satisfied with single covalent bonds ( 

bonds) only whereas in graphite (figure 2.1) and polyacetylene, only 3 electrons are 

hybridized. The 4th electron which is unhybridized occupies the empty 2pz orbital. 

Therefore, the free π-electrons in graphite are responsible for its conductivity. Likewise, 

Polyacetylene ‘is in the metallic conducting regime’ when doped (MacDiarmid, 2001). 

However, in diamond, all the valence electrons of carbon are used for  bond. Hence no 

mobile electrons and diamond in an insulator.   

 

Figure 2.1: (a) sp3 hybridized carbon atoms forming diamond structure; (b) sp2 

hybridized carbon atoms forming graphite structure  

In polyacetylene molecule (figure 2.2), the 3 hybridized valence electrons of carbon 

atom form 3 σ-bonds, one each with the adjacent carbons and one with a hydrogen atom. 
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The inter-carbon σ-bonds responsible for the stability of the carbon chains (backbone) 

and other structural properties of the polymer. The remaining 2pz orbitals occupied by the 

4th electron overlap laterally (figure 2.3) with that of adjacent carbon atoms in the polymer 

chain forming the weaker π-bonding orbitals that are responsible for optoelectronic 

properties of the polymer. 

 

Figure 2.2: Balls and sticks model of polyacetylene 

Overlapping of π-orbitals allows molecular rotation at the π-bonding sites which 

facilitate planarity of the molecule giving rise to a phenomenon called conjugation. In 

conjugation system, the π-electrons are delocalized along the backbone of the polymer. 

Therefore, conjugated polymers are carbon-based materials with backbones consisting of 

carbon atoms linked together by sp2 hybridized σ-bonds with delocalized unpaired 

electrons (π-electrons) that allow charge transfer along the backbone of the polymer. Univ
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Figure 2.3: sp2 hybridization in conjugated polymers: both sp2 hybridized 

carbons overlap along the nuclei to form a  bond and the remaining p orbitals 

interact laterally to form a  bond 

They are considered π-conjugated because their backbones are mainly alternating (C–

C) single and (C=C) double bonds. Among the so-called intrinsically conducting 

polymers, only polyacetylene [trans-(CH)x] can be called a semiconductor in its neutral 

state. Others are low semiconductors or insulators with poor electrochemical properties. 

To consider conjugated polymers useful in their potential application areas, enhanced 

conductivity is required. The conductivity of conjugated polymers can be increased by 

several magnitudes via a process called doping. Doping dramatically transforms 

conjugated polymers from low semiconductors or insulators (10-10 S/cm) to conductors 

(1 to 104 S/cm). 

2.1.1.3 Doping of conjugated polymers 

Conjugated polymers popularity continues to grow and they have become very 

relevant on account of doping concept that has not only differentiates them from other 

forms of polymers, also enhances their scientific and technological importance (Chiang 

et al., 1977). The first doping process on conjugated organic polymer was carried out on 

trans-polyacetylene in 1977. Trans-polyacetylene was doped with iodine vapour and 

conductivity of the polymer increased from 10-5 to 103 S/cm (Shirakawa et al., 1977). 

Doping of conjugated polymers is carried out in order to initiate charge transfer process 
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by introducing electron acceptor or electron donors into the polymer chain to partially 

oxidize or reduce the polymer. As a result, charged defects such as solitons, polarons or 

bipolarons are formed in the polymer chain and thus serve as charge carriers. By inserting 

polymeric organic salts as counterions into the conjugated polymer structure, the 

conducting polymers can undergo oxidation or reduction reaction and thus converted to 

conducting polymer salts. The counter ions (dopants) are either oxidants or reductants 

donating electrons to or accepting electrons from the polymers; they allow the conducting 

polymers to maintain their charge neutrality.  This is quite different to what obtains in 

inorganic semiconductors (figure 2.4) where a small quantity of the dopant is introduced 

into the lattice of the semiconductor to significantly enhance its electrical conductivity. 

Another difference between doping in conducting polymers and the inorganic 

semiconductors is reversibility. Doped conjugated polymers can be de-doped chemically 

or electrochemically to restore the original properties of the polymer without degrading 

the polymeric chain (McCullough & Jayaraman, 1995). 

 

Figure 2.4: n-type (phosphorus-doped) and p-type (boron-doped) doping 

processes in silicon (inorganic semiconductor) 

Doping of conducting polymers can be classified according to the chemical nature of 

the dopant species or the mechanism of doping. Redox, non-redox, ion implantation, and 

thermal doping represent a different mechanism of doping conducting polymers. 
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Meanwhile, dopant could be organic, inorganic or polymeric in nature. Organic dopants 

can enhance both the solubility and conductivity of the conjugated polymer. Their effects 

on the solubility of conjugated polymers will be fully discussed in section 2.5.2 of this 

thesis.  

2.1.1.4 Band structure and charge carriers in conjugated polymers 

In inorganic semiconductors, mobile electrons are delocalized in the continuous 

energy bands formed due to the interaction of atomic orbitals of the atoms of the 

semiconductor. However, in conjugated polymers, overlapping of several π-electrons of 

the carbon atoms that constitute the polymer backbone results in the formation of broad 

quasi-continuous energy bands. These energy bands are analogous to the conduction and 

valence bands of inorganic semiconductors (figure 2.5). In the electronic structure of 

inorganic semiconductors, the lower energy level is referred to as the valence band while 

the energy level that contains free electrons is called the conduction band. This is a 

similitude of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied 

molecular orbital (LUMO) in organic semiconductors. Assuming that the σ-bonds along 

the polymer backbone are equal with evenly distributed π electrons between the bonds, 

the band structure of the polymer would have been metallic and the polymer would have 

displayed metallic character. However, due to Peierls Instability, the structure of 

polyacetylene is dimerized with unequal bond lengths that are displayed as alternation of 

carbon to carbon single bonds (C–C) and carbon to carbon double bonds (C=C) 

respectively (MacDiarmid, 2001). 
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Figure 2.5: Band structure of organic semiconductors compared with those of 

conductors, inorganic semiconductors, and insulators. 

Carbon to carbon single bonds (C–C) is longer than carbon to carbon double bonds 

(C=C). Thus, dimerized polyacetylene is seen as a semiconductor not like a metal because 

there are no partially filled π-electron bands. Rather, the π molecular orbital is split into 

two: fully occupied bonding (π) orbitals otherwise known as (HOMO) and empty 

antibonding (π*) orbitals (LUMO) (figure 2.5). The energy difference between HOMO 

and LUMO is called the band gap (Eg) (Heeger, 2010; Skotheim & Reynolds, 2006). 

Band gap of the conjugated polymer is directly affected by its conjugation length 

which in turn, dictates its electrical properties. The higher the degree of the conjugation 

length, the wider the delocalized π-electrons band and the lower the optical band gap of 

the polymer.  

Electron delocalization within and between the molecules of conjugated polymers 

facilitates absorption in the visible spectral range. In order to transport electrons across 

the bandgap, the polymer must absorption a photon. If the energy of the absorbed photon 

is greater than or equal to the bandgap of the polymer, an electron is photoexcited from 

the HOMO to the LUMO creating a tightly bound electron-hole pair called exciton. 

Generally, in solar cells, the generated exciton is further separated into a hole and an 

electron which is then transported to their respective electrodes for charge collection. 
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Because anode and cathode of the cell are chosen based on their work function 

differences, they facilitate the charge separation and transportation to each electrode. 

Unfortunately, this general process only works for inorganic solar cells due to the low 

binding energy of inorganic semiconductors where electrons are excited from the valence 

band to the conduction band leading to the generation of an electron-hole pair that can 

easily dissociate into free charge carriers. Meanwhile, the dielectric constant of organic 

semiconductors is low (ε ~ 3-4) giving rise to the high binding energy of the electron-

hole pair. Thus, rather than separation into free charge carriers, exciton remains tightly 

bound resulting in distortion of the physical state of the molecule by changing its 

electronic structure. The next stage in the existence of exciton is diffusion. As a result of 

charge neutrality of the exciton, it diffuses ∼10 nm (diffusion length of most conjugated 

polymers) through the conjugated polymer chain. Within this very short distance, exciton 

can either decay (radiatively or nonradiative) or dissociate into free charge carriers. If 

exciton decay radiatively, it emits a photon of lower energy. The difference between the 

energy of absorbed and emitted light is termed Stoke shift, a measure of energy loss by 

thermalization. 

One of the earliest investigations on organic photovoltaic effect was carried out by 

Kallmann and Pope (1959) when they sandwiched a single crystal of anthracene between 

two electrodes of different work functions and illuminated the device from the transparent 

electrode. They observed that only a tiny part of the crystal was excited giving a 

photovoltage value of 200mV with efficiency less than 0.1 %.  

Device performance and that of subsequent ones (Silinsh et al., 1974) derived their 

built-in potential that split the generated exciton either from the difference in energy 

potentials of the metal electrodes or from the Schottky diode behaviour of the cell. In 

Schottky diode, exciton splits due to the build-up of the electric field close to one of the 
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metal-organic interfaces creating an asymmetric device.  Thus, the reported low 

efficiency of the device is due to short exciton lifetime and ineffective dissociation of the 

excitons as a large percentage of them are quenched at the metal interface. 

2.2 Heterojunction polymer solar cell 

2.2.1 Bilayer Heterojunction 

A landmark work was the introduction of heterojunction by Tang (1986) and it is 

recognized as the pioneered endeavour in the field of OPVs. Tang demonstrated that 

higher efficiencies and better fill factor are obtainable by inserting two layers of organic 

semiconductors with different but compensating energy bands between the electrodes. 

The layers consisted of copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) as the donor (p‐type 

semiconductor) and a perylene tetracarboxylic derivative (PV) as the acceptor (n‐type 

semiconductor) sandwiched between an indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass substrate and 

a silver electrode, ∼1% efficiency was reported. 

In Tang’s device, the driving force behind the splitting of the photogenerated exciton 

is derived from energy level alignment of the donor and acceptor materials. Thus during 

exciton diffusion process, the electron is promoted from HOMO to the LUMO of the 

donor material to create positively charged hole. If the promoted electron dissociates from 

the hole and the LUMO of the acceptor is properly aligned to that of the donor in order 

to accommodate the excited electron, the electron relaxes onto the LUMO of the acceptor 

and thus collected at the anode. Also, the positively charged hole remains on the donor 

material HOMO is collected at the cathode to generate photovoltage (𝑉𝑂𝐶). The driving 

force behind this charge collection process is either the concentration gradient of the 

charge carrier or the drift built by internal electric fields. 
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2.2.2 Bulk Heterojunction 

Although Tang reported a better power conversion efficiency for bilayer device when 

compared with monolayer device, however, the efficiency is still far below that of a 

typical inorganic solar cell.  Bilayer heterojunction devices suffer from “exciton diffusion 

bottleneck” (Forrest, 2005) because in almost all organic materials useful for OPV, 

optical absorption length is >  100 nm (Halls et al., 1996; Haugeneder et al., 1999; 

Pettersson et al., 1999) while the diffusion length of exciton is only ∼10 nm. The 

implication is that in planar heterojunctions, the distance covered by diffusing exciton is 

much less than the length of optical absorption. As a result, photogenerated excitons 

formed further away from DA interface are likely to dissociate into free carriers before 

they reach the interface. Whereas exciton dissociation occurs within a very short 

timescale (100-1000 ps) and efficient charge carrier creation occurs only at the 

heterojunction interface; thus, inefficient dissociation into electron and hole within this 

timescale can lead to recombination or decaying (Yu et al., 1995). To overcome this 

limitation, bulk heterojunctions were independently introduced by Yu et al. (1995) and 

Halls et al. (1995). 

With the aim of ‘bringing the heterojunction to the exciton’, the donor-acceptor 

materials were intimately blended together to create a large interface for exciton 

dissociation throughout the device. Earlier in 1992, Yoshino et al. and Sariciftci et al., 

independently reported the observed photoinduced electron transfer from conjugated 

polymer to fullerene derivatives (Morita et al., 1992; Sariciftci et al., 1992). The reports 

signify a major breakthrough in organic solar cell technology due to the replacement of 

n-type organic molecules with fullerene and its derivatives (figure 2.6), characterized by 

strong electron affinity and high electron mobility material. 
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Figure 2.6: Molecular structure of buckminsterfullerene C60 and its soluble 

derivatives; PC60BM and PC70BM. 

Therefore, in polymer-fullerene blend bulk heterojunction solar cell devices, electron 

rich and readily oxidized π‐conjugated polymers are light absorbers as well as hole 

transport materials while soluble fullerene derivatives (such as [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric 

acid methyl ester, PC60BM or PC70BM), with potential of accepting up to 6 electrons 

(Allemand et al., 1991) are the acceptors. HOMO-LUMO transition is better in C70 

compares to C60. Thus, extrasolar photons can be harvested and thus better efficient solar 

cells are realized by replacing symmetrical C60 with C70 which has a larger absorption 

coefficient (Wienk et al., 2003). At present, polymer‐fullerene blends represent the state 

of the art with efficiencies approaching 10%, a positive indication that PSCs indeed have 

promising future. 

2.2.3 Morphology of bulk heterojunctions 

Although the concept of BHJ addresses exciton dissociation problem that limits the 

efficiency of bilayer heterojunction system, however, some requirements need to be met 

to avoid of minimizing various loss mechanisms that accompany charge generation, 

transport, and extraction. Studies show that a finely mixed morphology with a large 

donor/acceptor interface not only favours charge carrier generation, space charge can 

build up thereby increase the chances of non-germinate recombination. Therefore, it is 

necessary to comprehend the importance of manipulating the morphology, as the 
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performance of BHJ solar cells depends largely on the nanoscale morphology of the 

photoactive layer. Controlling the interpenetrating network morphology, and optimizing 

the charge transport mobility and solar absorption of the polymer are essential for 

achieving devices with improved performances. With regard to the solar absorption and 

charge mobility, the introduction of molecular band gap engineering has yielded notable 

successes (Bakhshi et al., 2012; Roncali, 2007; Roncali et al., 2006) in the synthesis of 

new low band gap polymers (donors) with balanced charge-carrier transport in relation to 

PCBM (acceptor). However, difficulties in characterizing and optimizing organic film 

morphology make it difficult to understand and control the morphology (Chen et al., 

2011). With little or no application of post-deposition treatments, it is difficult to obtain 

an environmentally stable and perfect morphology of which the composite film forming 

the active layer is naturally assembled to a required level of phase separation. Therefore, 

processing conditions such as solvent effect (Weerakoon et al., 2012), the blend ratio of 

the constituents (Balderrama et al., 2011; Hau et al., 2010; Haung et al., 2010), as well as 

post-deposition treatments, have to be considered. 

2.3 Architecture of organic solar cells and performance parameters 

A typical BHJ solar cell device (figure 2.7) is fabricated in a modular arrangement 

where hole conducting layer consisting of Poly(ethylene dioxythiophene) doped with 

polystyrene sulphonic acid (PEDOT:PSS) is spin coated on top of indium tin oxide (ITO) 

coated glass substrate. Due to its high electrical conductivity and high work-function, ITO 

is the most commonly used transparent electrode in OPVs. However, ITO is fragile and 

expensive. Therefore, researchers are working on better alternatives to ITO in 

optoelectronics. Graphene (Zhang et al., 2013), metal nanowires (Kholmanov et al., 

2013), carbon nanotubes (Kim et al., 2010) and conducting polymers (Yeo et al., 2013) 

are among the promising alternatives. Subsequently, a solution of the conducting polymer 

donor and an electron acceptor material (soluble fullerene) spin cast from a common 
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organic solvent is sandwiched between the PEDOT:PSS coated ITO substrate and a thin 

layer of lithium fluoride (LiF) and a layer of aluminium (Al). LiF serves as a hole blocking 

layer while Al or silver (Ag) is usually the top electrode.  

 

Figure 2.7: Typical device architecture of BHJ photovoltaic cell 

As indicated previously, absorption of photon promotes an electron from HOMO to 

LUMO; thus create exciton which undergoes series of processes to generating electricity. 

These processes can be explained in four major steps: The first step is photon absorption 

with efficiency 𝜂𝐴 which generates Coulumbically bound electron-hole pair called 

exciton with binding energy 𝐸𝑒𝑥, smaller than the band gap of the photoactive material 

(conjugated polymer) and that of separated electron and hole. Light absorption efficiency 

𝜂𝐴 is a function of the absorption spectra of the photoactive material. Device 

configuration also plays an important role in photon absorption. Next, the generated 

exciton diffuses towards the donor-acceptor interface with efficiency 𝜂𝐸𝐷 based on the 

diffusion length of the exciton. Diffusion length must not be too long as exciton can either 

decay or dissociate through internal mechanism. Therefore, the active layer thickness 

should be within the exciton diffusion length. Here, bulk heterojunction concept greatly 
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enhances 𝜂𝐸𝐷 as the interface is always next to exciton generation domain. The third step 

involves exciton separation into free charge carriers as a result of energy level offset 

between the donor and the acceptor material. Efficiency governing this step is represented 

by 𝜂𝐶𝑆. Lastly, charges are transported to their respective electrodes using the force 

generated as a result of work function difference between the electrodes. Morphology 

also plays a crucial role in this step. Donor-acceptor blend needs to provide continuous 

pathways for the mobile hole and electron on their way to the electrodes where they are 

collected with efficiency 𝜂𝐶𝐶 . 

From photon absorption to charge collection at the electrodes, energy conversion 

processes of PSCs depend on external quantum efficiency 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸, otherwise know as the 

incident photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE). Calculated as a function of wavelength, 

𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 is the ratio of the number of charge carriers collected at the electrodes to the number 

of incident photons falling on the device. Device loss mechanisms are analysed using 

𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸. The equation that defined 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 is derived from cell's spectra response (SR): 

𝑆𝑅(𝜆) =
𝐽𝑠𝑐 (𝜆)

𝑃𝑖𝑛
         (2.1) 

Considering the energy of photon (
ℎ𝑐

𝜆
) and elementary charge (𝑒): 

𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸(𝜆) =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛
=

𝐽𝑠𝑐 

𝑃𝑖𝑛
×

ℎ𝑐

𝜆𝑒
      (2.2) 

𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 is thus written as a product of the efficiencies(𝜂) described above: light 

absorption(𝜂𝐴), exciton diffusion(𝜂𝐸𝐷), charge splitting(𝜂𝐶𝑆), and charge collection 

(𝜂𝐶𝐶) represented as: 

𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 =  𝜂𝐴×𝜂𝐸𝐷×𝜂𝐶𝑆×𝜂𝐶𝐶        (2.3) 
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Figure 2.8 shows a graph of  𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 vs wavelength for solar cells based on P3HT:PCBM 

and P3HT:DPM-6. 

 

Figure 2.8:  𝜼𝑬𝑸𝑬 for a P3HT : PCBM and P3HT:DPM-6 photovoltaic cell 

(Bolink et al., 2011) 

 

Current density measured as a function of voltage in the dark and under illumination 

is used to determine the electrical properties of a solar cell. Figure 2.9 shows the four 

photovoltaic parameters of a typical solar cell.  The open-circuit voltage 𝑉𝑂𝐶 , short circuit 

current 𝐽𝑠𝑐, maximum power point 𝑃𝑚 , and fill factor FF. 

Open circuit voltage, 𝑉𝑂𝐶 is the maximum voltage delivered by the solar cell at zero 

current. It can be measured directly when the electrodes are not in contact and it is limited 

by the difference between the work functions of the electrodes and the strength of the 

acceptor. (Brabec et al., 2002; Marks et al., 1994) Because the 𝑉𝑂𝐶 depends on the active 

layer materials (donor and acceptor), it is therefore linked to the energy difference 

between the HOMO of the donor and the LUMO of the acceptor. 𝑉𝑂𝐶 provides the energy 

needed for charge separation. The equation below shows the relationship between typical 

conjugated polymer donor and PCBM acceptor. 

𝑉𝑜𝑐 = 𝐸𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂
𝐷𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑟 − 𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂

𝑃𝐶𝐵𝑀 − 
𝑘𝑇

𝑞
ln [

(1−𝑃)𝛾𝑁𝑐
2

𝑃𝐺𝑀
]     (2.4) 
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where 𝑞 is the elementary charge, 𝑃 is the dissociation probability of a bound electron–

hole pair into free charge carriers, 𝐺𝑀 is the generation rate of the bound electron-hole 

pairs, 𝛾 is the Langevin recombination constant, 𝑁𝑐 is the effective density of states, 𝑘 is 

the Boltzmann constant, and 𝑇 is the temperature.(Kroon et al., 2008) 

 

Figure 2.9: Current-voltage (I-V) curve for a typical BHJ solar cell under 

illumination 

If the metal electrode and the donor material are not properly matched, or there is 

increase in charge carrier loss, 𝑉𝑂𝐶 decreases. Interfacial effect created by electrode-donor 

mismatched can be rectified by deposition of a low work function interlayer such as 

lithium fluoride (LiF).  

Short circuit current 𝐽𝑠𝑐, is the current density of the solar cell when no external field 

is applied. It can be determined by the integral of the product between cell spectra 

response and incident photon power (𝑃𝑖𝑛). 

𝐽𝑠𝑐 =
𝑞

ℎ𝑐
∫ 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸𝑃𝑖𝑛(𝜆)𝜆𝑑𝜆

𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛
        (2.5) 
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Therefore, it is more advantageous to use broader solar spectrum, donor polymer with 

high absorption coefficient and enlarged 𝐸𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂
𝐷𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑟 − 𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑟
 in order to have higher 

photon absorption and consequently better Jsc and 𝑉𝑂𝐶 respectively. 

Along the 𝐽 − 𝑉 curve, the point at which the product of the current density and the 

voltage is at the maximum,  𝐽𝑚× 𝑉𝑚, is the point at which the solar cell delivers the 

maximum power (𝑃𝑚): 

𝑃𝑚 =  𝐽𝑚× 𝑉𝑚         (2.6) 

The fill factor (FF) is the ratio of  𝐽𝑚× 𝑉𝑚, the measured maximum power and the 

maximum theoretical power output (𝐽𝑠𝑐×𝑉𝑜𝑐): 

𝐹𝐹 =
𝑃𝑚

𝐽𝑠𝑐×𝑉𝑜𝑐
=

𝐽𝑚× 𝑉𝑚

𝐽𝑠𝑐×𝑉𝑜𝑐
        (2.7) 

The intersection of the abscissa and the ordinate describes the 𝐽𝑠𝑐  and the 𝑉𝑜𝑐 

respectively. Fill factor measures the “squareness” of the 𝐽 − 𝑉 curve. Parameters such as 

active layer morphology, interface recombination, and charge carrier mobility and 

balance.(Li, Zhu, et al., 2012)  

Power conversion efficiency (𝜂) of the device is a measure of maximum power of the 

device relative to the incident photon power (𝑃𝑖𝑛). Relating the efficiency to the 

parameters described previously, 𝜂 of can be described as: 

𝜂 =
𝑃𝑚

𝑃𝑖𝑛
=

𝐹𝐹×𝐽𝑠𝑐×𝑉𝑜𝑐

𝑃𝑖𝑛
        (2.8) 

The incident photon power is usually fixed at 100 mW/cm2 under an air mass (AM) of 

1.5 G. Thus, building efficient polymer solar cell requires understanding of strategies to 

control nanoscale morphology of the active layer, proper design of active layer materials 
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and processing and stability of the device (and interface of the device). The following 

section will focus on the important factors needed to building efficient PSCs. 

2.4 Rendering conjugated polymers solution processable 

Although conducting polymers possess semiconductors properties as expected, the 

presence of conjugated backbone which is responsible for their conducting properties is 

the reason behind some of their drawbacks. Conjugated polymers are intractable and 

insoluble in common organic solvents causing a great limitation to their potential 

applications. For instance, CP that is applicable as active layer materials in BHJ solar 

cells is expected to be solution processable to facilitate ease of fabrication and deposition 

onto flexible substrates using any of the various established thin film coating 

technologies. 

Structural factors such as length of aliphatic groups in the chain, the degree of 

polymerization, the polarity of the substituent groups, intermolecular attractions and 

rigidity of polymer backbone are the contributors to the degree of solubility of conducting 

polymers. Apart from processability, morphology, crystallization, degree of phase 

segregation and interaction of the polymer with other materials particularly in the active 

layer of PSCs are also influenced by the solubility of the polymer. Insolubility of 

conjugated polymers has been traced to backbone rigidity associated with strong inter-

chain π-stacking interactions which prevent solvation but favours aggregation. Another 

explanation to the rigidity of conjugated polymer is the measure of angular correlation 

factor along the chain which is not found in saturated polymers. Angular correlation can 

be determined by measuring the statistical length of the polymer chain. The higher the 

value of statistical length, the more rigid the polymer (Bhattacharya & De, 1999). 
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2.4.1 Side chain functionalization 

An early method of rendering conjugated polymer solution processable is by 

incorporating side chain on the backbone. Side chain functionalization increases entropy 

and also lowers the interchain coupling of the resulting polymer making it processable 

from melt or solution. However, decorating conducting polymer backbone with long alkyl 

or alkoxy substituent group can cause steric hindrance that distorts the planarity of the 

polymer structure thereby destroys its charge mobility characteristic. As a result, the 

conductivity of the polymer is affected because π-orbitals that responsible for 

conductivity are less available to allow smooth movement of charges along the polymer 

backbone (Cheng et al., 2009). 

2.4.2 Functionalized protonic acid doping 

A number of conjugated polymers have successfully been doped by protonic acids 

through protonation of the polymer backbone (Han & Elsenbaumer, 1989; Lang et al., 

2010; Walton et al., 1991).  In protonic acid (𝐻+ 𝑀−) doping of polyaniline, the overall 

charge neutrality is maintained by 𝑀− from the acid which act as the counter ion. While 

protonic acid doping truly enhanced the conductivity of polyaniline, solution 

processability of high molecular weight polyaniline remained a challenge (Cao et al., 

1993). Despite being doped to conducting form, high molecular weight polyaniline 

remained insoluble when dissolved in common organic solvents. However, upon doping 

with dodecylbenzene sulfonic acid, a functionalized protonic acid, polyaniline became 

not only highly conductive but soluble in common organic solvents such as xylene, 

chloroform, m-cresol, and DMSO (Cao et al., 1993). According to Cao and co-workers, 

functionalized protonic acid can be designated as 𝐻+(𝑀− − 𝑅). Unlike ordinary protonic 

acids, the counter-ion (𝑀− ) of functionalized protonic acid contains a hydrophobic 

functional group, 𝑅,  an alkyl group which facilitates interactions between the polymer 

and nonpolar or weakly organic solvent. Usually, counter-ions on the protonic are big to 
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prevent the doped conjugated polymer chain from close packing because when expanded, 

organic solvents can easily diffuse into the polymer backbone thus induce processability 

of the doped polymer. However, studies show that solubility of the protonic acids doped 

conducting polymers is greatly affected by the increased concentration of the doping 

agents. That the solubility of DBSA-doped polymer was remarkably affected when the 

concentration of the DBSA per mole of pyrrole monomer increased beyond 1 mol (Lee et 

al., 1995; Song et al., 2000). 

Soluble, high molecular weight doped polyaniline has been synthesized using 

functionalized protonic acid as the doping agent. The polymer product was soluble in 

common organic solvents and free standing polyaniline films with excellent electrical 

conductivity were prepared from the solution of the polymer (Cao et al., 1992). The 

solubility was due to the interaction between the organic functional group present in the 

functionalized protonic acid. The incorporation of protonic acid reduces the forces of 

attraction between and within the polymer chain. Also, the functional group being 

organic, can easily interact with polar or non-polar organic liquids thus dissolving the 

polymer in the chosen solvent. In 1995 Kim's group chemically polymerized soluble and 

electrically conductive polypyrrole doped with DBSA. The polymer was soluble in 

common organic solvent and a film cast from the polymer solution was subsequently used 

as a transparent anode in polymer light emitting diodes with external quantum efficiency 

of 0.5 % (Gao et al., 1996; Lee et al., 1995). After the breakthrough, other research groups 

have employed different forms of organic sulfonic acids to synthesize solution 

processable conducting polymers to enable various potential applications of conducting 

polymers (Lee et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2000; Oh et al., 2001; Song et al., 2004). This 

synthetic route is simple and efficient when compared to other methods of obtaining 

solution processable conducting polymers. 
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2.5 Conjugated polymer-graphene nanocomposites 

Nanoparticles have been known since the 12th century when they were used for glazes 

on Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) ceramics. In the early 1900s, nanocomposites comprise of 

carbon black and rubber were used to enhance durability and effectiveness of automobile 

tires though with no understanding of the material properties. The investigation into 

properties of nanocomposites started around 1950 and its commercial viability came into 

the limelight in the 80s when Toyota Motor Corporation introduced automobile timing 

belts made from nylon-montmorillonite nanocomposite (Singh et al., 2012). Later in the 

90s, nylon-carbon nanotube nanocomposites were used in other areas such as computer 

read-write heads and to provides static dissipative protection in auto fuel systems. 

Nanocomposites are materials with at least a component having a dimension within 

nanoscale (Nel et al., 2006). Composite materials are usually biphasic; a matrix and a 

dispersed phase. The matrix is a continuous phase that envelopes the dispersed phase to 

give a ‘hybrid’ material that displays the combining properties of both components. In 

polymer nanocomposites, the processability and mechanical properties of the composite 

are derived from the polymeric component. The blended properties of polymer 

nanocomposites afford new materials with electrical and morphological features 

enhanced or completely different from the individual parent components due to their 

electronic interactions at the nanoscale level.  

Owing to the improved processability, mechanical strength, and electrical behaviours 

of the resulting composite, research interests in conducting polymer-graphene (CP/G) 

nanocomposites is growing by the day. For example, in the case of energy storage and 

production applications, the unique band structure and electrons mobility of graphene in 

synergy with optical, high conductivity and light weight properties of conducting 

polymers were employed to fabricate a memory device based on graphene oxide- 

poly{[9,9-di(triphenylamine) fluorene]-[9,9-dihexylfluorene]-[4,4’-(9H-fluorene-9,9-
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diyl) dibenzenamine]} (GO–PTHF) applicable for non-volatile rewritable memory 

(Zhuang et al., 2014). By applying negative electrical sweep, this novel material can be 

switched to the ON or OFF state, by applying negative or positive electrical sweep. 

Meanwhile, most of the combining properties of conducting polymers and graphene 

manifest in the excellent thermal and electrical properties of the nanocomposite (Gómez 

et al., 2011; Song et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2010). Various preparations routes such as in-

situ polymerization, colloidal dispersion, solution mixing, or melt mixing have been 

employed to obtain conducting polymer nanocomposites. Of all these preparation 

methods, in-situ chemical oxidative polymerization is the most common.  

For instance, functionalized graphene doped with polypyrrole (Ramasamy et al., 2015) 

was prepared via in-situ polymerization to investigate the effect of the surface chemistry 

of the resulting nanocomposite on its performance as a supercapacitor. Graphene was 

serially functionalized with an amine (NH2-G) and nitrogen (NG) and their capacitive 

performance was compared with that of graphene oxide/polypyrrole (GO/PPy) and 

reduced (GO/PPY). while all the composites displayed good capacitive performance, the 

performance of NG–PPy was the best (3.67 Fg-1) (Lai et al., 2012). In situ chemical 

oxidation polymerization is a well-adopted technique to obtain graphene-conducting 

polymer nanocomposites (Asadian et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2013). However, the high 

tendency for aggregation and poor solubility of graphene and some conducting polymers 

are some of the drawbacks of this preparation route. owing to successful application of 

DBSA to prepare solution processable polyaniline (PANI) and polypyrrole polymers 

together with synergistic properties of conducting polymer-graphene nanocomposites, 

DBSA has recently been applied to facilitate interaction between graphene and 

polyaniline. The in-situ polymerization of PANI-DBSA/reduced graphene oxide 

(GOR)was carried out using ammonium persulfate as the oxidant and DBSA as a dopant. 
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The resulting solution processable nanocomposite exhibited a high electrical conductivity 

making it applicable in optoelectronics (Basavaraja et al., 2012).  
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CHAPTER 3: PROCESSABLE DBSA-DOPED POLY(N-VINYL CARBAZOLE)-

POLY(PYRROLE) COPOLYMER 

3.1 Introduction 

In recent years, vast research interests have led towards preparing new composites 

based on conducting polymers to harness their excellent properties and simple synthetic 

routes. Conducting polymers are useful in optoelectronics, sensors, as well as chemical 

displays, such as biosensors, photodiodes, organic light‐emitting diodes (OLEDs), field‐

effect transistors (FETs), supercapacitors, and photovoltaic cells (Camurlu & Guven, 

2015; Chandrasekhar, 2013; Das & Prusty, 2012; Guo, Glavas, et al., 2013; Livi et al., 

2014; Rodrigues et al., 2015). In a π-conjugated polymer, such as polypyrrole, 

polythiophene or polyaniline, alternating single and double bonds of the polymer 

backbone control both the transfer of electron and the energy levels (Dou et al., 2013; Po 

et al., 2010). Also, the delocalized π-bonds electrons in conducting polymer backbones 

are responsible for strong interchain charge transfer interactions, thereby characterizing 

their exceptional combination of electrical and mechanical properties (Cao & Xue, 2014). 

However, poor processability from organic solvents, environmental instability, and poor 

mechanical properties are among the limitations to potential applications of conducting 

polymers (Das & Prusty, 2012; Facchetti, 2010; Kumar & Chand, 2012). 

Furthermore, previous reports have shown that copolymerization of pyrrole (Py) with 

n-vinyl carbazole (NVC) yielded copolymer with improved thermal stability, 

conductivity, electrophotography,   (Shattuck & Vahtra, 1969) and dielectric properties.  

In the case of poly(N-vinyl carbazole) (PNVC), the justifications were based on its good 

photoconductivity (Basavaraja et al., 2011; Thinh et al., 2012) and thermal stability (up 

to 300oC), albeit it possesses a wide band gap and poor electrical conductivity (10-10 to 

10-16 S/cm-1). PNVC is a hole conductor, which has also demonstrated electron mobility 

upon doping with iodine (Safoula et al., 1996). In fact, studies have suggested that PNVC 
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possesses the ability for the effective hole and/or electron mobility (Andrey et al., 2006; 

Govindraju et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2017). Nevertheless, a major drawback to these 

properties is the extreme brittleness, which, however, has prompted many efforts towards 

improving both the mechanical and the chemical processing of PNVC. Many research 

efforts have focused on the development of copolymers, composites or blends containing 

PNVC moiety in order to harness its hole transport and thermal stability properties. Such 

materials have been developed via chemical or electrochemical polymerization of NVC 

monomer with inorganic and high electrical conducting materials, such as graphene 

(Pernites et al., 2011), fullerene (Chen et al., 1996; Ramar & Saraswathi, 2015)  or carbon 

nanotubes (Chemek et al., 2014) to achieve composite material with excellent luminous 

and conducting properties. On the other hand, due to its solubility in common organic 

solvents like chloroform, benzene, tetrahydrofuran, and toluene, researchers have 

considered copolymerizing PNVC with conducting polymers that are inherently 

intractable, perhaps, the presence of PNVC can induce solubility of the resulting 

copolymer (Jang et al., 2005). In 1997, Narayan and Murthy studied the absorption, the 

emission, and the short circuit current of bilayer device based on PNVC-P3HT. The 

device displayed additional PL features with respect to PNVC single layer device. In 

addition, recently, Alimi et al., synthesized copolymers based on PNVC and polymers, 

such as poly(3-methyl thiophene),(Chemek et al., 2010) poly(3-hexyl 

thiophene),(Chemek et al., 2014) and poly(p-phenylene vinylene).(Mbarek et al., 2013) 

All the copolymers products are solution processable with PNVC-P3HT and PNVC-PPV 

exhibited optical and electrical properties suitable for optoelectronic applications. The 

earliest work on copolymer and composite based on NVC and Py was reported by 

Toppare et al.(Geissler et al., 1991) PNVC-Ppy copolymer and composite were prepared 

via electrochemical polymerization. They reported that the conductivity of the products 

was within 10-1 and 10-3 S/cm without mentioning the solubility of their products. Later, 
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Biswas and Roy(Biswas & Roy, 1993b, 1994, 1995, 1996) conducted exclusive findings 

on the properties of PNVC-Ppy by using different oxidants and in varying the reaction 

medium, although the copolymer showed improvement in thermal stability, as well as 

morphological and conductivity properties. However, none of the polymer products was 

soluble in organic solvent. On top of that, the further attempt made by Biswas and Ballav 

to copolymerize NVC and TP also resulted to intractable polymer nanocomposite, but 

with improved thermal properties in relation to the homopolymers (Ballav & Biswas, 

2003). Besides, Wan et al. synthesized a flexible film of PNVC-Ppy with room 

temperature electrical conductivity as high as 10 S/cm by using laser-electrochemical 

polymerization. Yet, the authors did not mention any report about the solubility of the 

resulting polymer (Li et al., 1995) 

Polypyrrole (Ppy) has been given wide focus and its commercial application is 

expanding by the day; owing to its excellent electrical conductivity21, 22 and superior 

environmental stability.(Lin et al., 2008) However, polypyrrole is obtained as an 

intractable powder that is difficult to process in solution. Conjugated backbone, the 

condition for its metallic conductivity, is also responsible for its insolubility. Thus, in 

order to obtain soluble polypyrrole product while maintaining its electrical conductivity, 

non-substituted pyrrole monomers are replaced with alkyl substituted monomers, which 

are proposed to reduce the interchain interaction between the chains of polypyrrole 

molecules in a doped state. Unfortunately, the presence of long alkyl chain on the pyrrole 

causes a steric hindrance that affects the planarity of the resulting polymer. As a result, 

π-orbital overlaps are greatly affected and they are less available; causing a significant 

reduction in the polymer conductivity. The soluble polypyrroles obtained, nonetheless, 

exhibited low electrical conductivity. 
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However, limitations to commercial applications of conducting polymers, especially 

polypyrrole and polyaniline, have recently been reduced by successful synthesis of 

conducting polymers that are soluble in common organic solvents, such as m-cresol, 

chloroform, and dimethylformamide (DMF). Moreover, surfactant anions were used as 

counter ions that induced their solubilities.(Van der Sanden, 1997) At present, 

dodecylbenzene sulfonic acid (DBSA) and camphor sulfonic acid are used as dopants to 

obtain free-standing polyaniline film from emeraldine base solution.(MacDiarmid & 

Epstein, 1994) In addition, soluble polypyrrole has been synthesized via one-step 

chemical oxidative polymerization.(Kim et al., 1996) Incorporation of surfactant anions 

into the backbone of polypyrrole allows the long alkyl chain of the dopant anions to serve 

as a spacer that expands the polymer chain to enable diffusion of organic solvents into 

the spaces created by the dopant molecule.(Lee et al., 1995) In optoelectronics, especially 

organic solar cell fabrication, conjugated polymers are often used as the donor (or 

acceptor) materials in the device active layer. In fact, properties, such as good redox 

potential, high electrical conductivity, environmental stability, and solution 

processability, which are also characteristics of doped polypyrrole, can be harnessed if 

doped polypyrrole is used in the active layer of the organic solar cell. 

Dopant stabilized polypyrrole are usually prepared in water by using ammonium 

persulfate oxidant. Hence, we hypothesized that if the polymerization is carried out in the 

presence of NVC, solution processable copolymers soluble in common organic solvents 

could be yielded. This could widen the potential applications of pyrrole/carbazole 

derivatives, especially in optoelectronics. NVC is insoluble in water but soluble in various 

organic solvents, including acetonitrile, which is miscible with water. Therefore, in order 

to facilitate an interaction between NVC and ammonium persulfate oxidant, 

polymerization medium could be a mixture of water and acetonitrile. In this regard, this 

paper presents the chemical synthesis of the soluble PNVC-Ppy copolymer in a doped 
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state. The copolymer was synthesized in a biphasic system that consisted of both water 

and acetonitrile with a controlled amount of ammonium persulfate oxidant to initiate the 

polymerization process and DBSA, attached to pyrrole molecule, to induce solubility. As 

a result, the copolymer displays solubility in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 

dimethylformamide (DMF), and chloroform. In addition, the new copolymer exhibits 

other properties application as an active layer in optoelectronic devices. Data obtained 

from x-ray diffraction analysis (XRD), FTIR spectroscopy, FESEM, and TGA are 

presented to examine its structural, morphological, and thermal properties. 

3.2 Materials and methods 

3.2.1 Materials 

Pyrrole (Merck) was freshly distilled and stored in dark cool condition. N-vinyl 

carbazole (Aldrich Chemistry), ammonium persulfate (Acros Organics), and 

dodecylbenzene sulfonic acid (DBSA, Acros Organics) were used as received. All the 

solvents were of analytical grade. 

3.2.2 Preparation of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy copolymer 

Polymerization of NVC and pyrrole monomers was carried out at 0C by using 

ammonium persulfate as the oxidant. 0.01 mole DBSA was dissolved in 80 ml of 

acetonitrile. To the above solution, 0.02 mole of NVC and 0.02 mole of pyrrole dissolved 

in 80 ml of acetonitrile were added. The mixture was stirred vigorously for 5 min and 

then kept at 0 °C. 0.004 mole of APS in 40 ml ACN/water (1:1) mixture was added 

dropwise. The gradual addition of the oxidant turned the monomer solution to a dark-

green colour, indicating the onset of polymerization. The solution, later, turned dark-

brown after 6 h of reaction. The chemical oxidative polymerization of the copolymer 

proceeded for 6 h and was terminated by the addition of methanol. The dark-brown 

polymer product was filtered and sequentially washed with 10% HCl, distilled water, 
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acetone (to leach out excess DBSA), and toluene (to remove unreacted NVC monomer 

and PNVC homopolymer). The final product was filtered and dried in a vacuum oven at 

60 °C. For comparison, PNVC and Ppy homopolymers were separately synthesized using 

the same procedure with 0.02 mole of one monomer in the absence of the other. Also, 

undoped PNVC-Ppy copolymer synthesized similar to the doped copolymer though, 

without DBSA. 

3.2.3 Characterization 

The polymerization yield was calculated based on the following formula: 

𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑(%) =  (
𝑚1

𝑚2
) ×100%        (3.1) 

where 𝑚1 is the weight of PNVC–Ppy copolymer, and  𝑚2 is the weight of NVC + 

pyrrole monomers. The current-voltage measurements were performed by using a Jandel 

RM3000 Test Unit and the electrical conductivity was calculated by using the following 

equation: 

𝜎 =  𝑉−1𝐼 (
ln 2

𝜋 𝑑𝑛
)          (3.2) 

where 𝑉 is the applied potential measured in volt, 𝑑𝑛 is the thickness of the pellet 

measured in 𝑐𝑚 , and 𝐼 is the current in ampere.  

Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images were taken to examine 

the morphology of the PNVC-Ppy by using Hitachi SU-8220 microscope, while FT-IR 

spectra were measured with Perkin Elmer FTIR-Spotlight 400 spectrometer. Optical 

density measurement was performed by using a Shimadzu UV-2600 spectrometer, in the 

range of 200-1100 nm. The XRD spectra were measured on a PANalytical EMPYREAN 

model diffractometer with Cu-K radiation. Meanwhile, thermogravimetry was performed 

on a Perkin Elmer TGA 6 model instrument from 25 – 900 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C 
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/ min under atmospheric condition, whereas electrical conductivity measurement was 

taken by using four-point probe method on the pellets (0.15 g, diameter 1cm) of the 

homopolymers and the copolymers compressed (pressure, 15 bar) from their respective 

powdered samples. 

In this work, molar ratios APS/NVC–Py = 1 and DBSA/NVC–Py = 0.5 were used for 

all the characterizations. The reaction temperature and the time were -5 °C and 18 hr 

respectively. The solubility of the solvent was determined by dissolving 10 mg of the 

copolymer product in 20 ml of each of the selected solvents (DMSO, DMF, chloroform, 

THF, chlorobenzene) and then, ultrasonicated for 20 min. The solution was then filtered 

through a 1 µm Teflon membrane filter and the filtrate was transferred to a previously 

weighed glass plate where the solution was left to evaporate and solubility was 

determined. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Roles of APS concentration on conductivity and yield 

 

Scheme 1: Synthesis of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy 

The synthesis of doped PNVC–Ppy copolymer is shown in scheme 1.  The 

polymerization medium was carefully chosen to facilitate an interaction between the 

monomers and ammonium persulfate oxidant. Interestingly, no precipitate was formed 
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when ammonium persulfate was added to the mixture of water and acetonitrile. Moreover, 

the solubility of ammonium persulfate in water did not prevent the miscibility of water 

and acetonitrile.  

It has been established that the yield and the conductivity of conducting polymers are 

affected by certain factors, such as monomer to oxidant ratio, duration, solvent, oxidant, 

and reaction temperature. For instance, P. A. Steven (Armes, 1987) obtained 100% yield 

of polypyrrole at an optimum ratio (2.4) of iron(III) to pyrrole monomer. Also, 

polymerization at a short period of time yielded an enhanced result when carried out at 

low temperature.(Rapi et al., 1988) 

Additionally, in order to establish the effect of the APS concentration on the yield and 

the conductivity of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy, we first investigated the relationship 

between the amount of NVC and the thermal stability of the polymer product. As 

expected, there was a linear relationship between the weight ratio of NVC and the thermal 

degradation of copolymer chain (Figure 3.1). Besides, the copolymer with the highest 

NVC content was the most stable to heat, while the copolymer with the least content of 

NVC degraded faster.  
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Figure 3.1: Thermal stability of PNVC–Ppy copolymer vs NVC concentration at 

different temperatures 

This result was further compared with the electrical conductivity of the copolymer 

with varying concentrations of PNVC (Figure 3.2). The electrical conductivity of the 

copolymer decreased with increasing concentration of PNVC. However, the copolymer 

synthesized at mole ratio 𝑛𝑁𝑉𝐶 𝑛𝑃𝑦⁄ = 1.0 had better thermal stability and moderate 

electrical conductivity at all the chosen temperatures. Hence, we investigated the role of 

APS concentration on electrical conductivity of PNVC-Ppy at a constant ratio of 

𝑛𝑁𝑉𝐶 𝑛𝑃𝑦 = 1.0⁄  and DBSA = 0.01 mol/dm3 while varying the APS concentration from 

0.001 − 0.004 𝑀 at different temperatures. 
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Figure 3.2: Electrical conductivity of PNVC–Ppy copolymer vs NVC 

concentration at different temperatures. 

Moreover, the electrical conductivity of PNVC-Ppy increased as the polymerization 

temperature decreased and with an increase in the concentration of APS oxidant (Figure 

3.3). Polymerization carried out at -5°C with an APS concentration of 0.004 mol/dm3 

gave a better conductivity value, 0.095 S/cm.  At a temperature below the room 

temperature (-10, -5, and 0), the conductivity of PNVC-Ppy followed a similar trend. 

Slow addition of APS resulted in progressive chain growth; causing a gradual increase in 

chain length over a prolonged period of time. Also, polymerization at a lower temperature 

extended the half-life of pyrrole free-radical cation or pyrrole oligomer for further random 

reaction either with each other or with carbazole unit.   

The conductivity, nonetheless, increased gradually until a maximum value of 9.5 x 10-

2 S/cm was reached with 0.004 mol/dm3 APS at a polymerization temperature of -5 °C 

and then, it started to decrease. However, since the polymerization was proceeded 
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randomly, even at low temperature, a high concentration of APS led to high oxidation of 

both pyrrole and NVC carbazole. On one hand, excessive oxidation of NVC could disrupt 

the pyrrole chain, thereby decreasing the conductivity of the copolymer.  Also, pyrrole 

chain may be ruptured due to the high conversion rate to polypyrrole. Therefore, either 

or both of these conditions might lead to a decrease in conductivity of the copolymer 

while the concentration of APS increases. 

 

Figure 3.3: Electrical conductivity of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy vs APS 

concentration at different temperatures. 

The highest conductivity was recorded at a temperature of -5°C. Thus, in order to 

obtain relevant information about the correlation between the oxidant concentration and 

the polymerization yield, the polymerization was carried out at temperature -5°C at a 

fixed concentration of DBSA (0.01 mol/dm3) while changing the concentration of APS 

oxidant. The change in yield, with a corresponding change in concentration of APS 

oxidant, followed a similar pattern to that of conductivity (figure 3.4). The yield of 
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PNVC-Ppy at the polymerization temperature of -5°C first increased as the APS 

concentration changed from 0.002 to 0.004 mol/dm3. It then started to decrease at a higher 

APS concentration within the concentration range chosen in the present investigation. 

 

Figure 3.4: Yield of the copolymers vs APS concentration at – 5 °C 

The rapid increase in yield, thus, can be attributed to the rapid generation of radicals 

due to increased initiator concentration.(Song et al., 2000) At concentration higher than 

0.004 mol/dm3, lower yield was obtained, perhaps because the equivalent amount of 

effective APS needed for polymerization had already reached 0.004 mol/dm3 and there 

was insignificant contribution from the extra concentration of APS. 

3.3.2 Roles of concentration of DBSA on solubility and conductivity of DBSA-

doped PNVC-Ppy 

DBSA was used as a dopant to stabilize the copolymer in organic solvents in order to 

obtain a soluble form of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy. While the concentration of persulfate 
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oxidant was kept at 0.004 mol/dm3 and the temperature at -5 °C, the concentration of 

DBSA, with respect to conductivity and solubility of the polymer, was varied to obtain 

the optimum amount of DBSA required as a dopant. Moreover, since the copolymer 

dissolved better in DMSO, it was used as a solvent for this investigation. The conductivity 

of the copolymer showed a little increase as DBSA concentration increased from 0.005 

mol/dm3 to 0.015 mol/dm3 (Figure 3.5).  

 

Figure 3.5: Solubility and electrical conductivity of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy 

synthesized with different DBSA concentrations 

At DBSA concentration higher than 0.015 mol/dm3, the conductivity followed a 

similar trend by decreasing at a slow rate. However, the conductivity was found to 

increase because raising DBSA concentration implied increasing the doping level of the 

PNVC-Ppy copolymer until an optimum concentration of DBSA was reached at 0.015 

mol/dm3. It then started to decline at a higher doping level, perhaps, as a result of 

percolation of DBSA molecules into the chain of PNVC-Ppy, which hindered the 

intermolecular interaction of the copolymer chains that limited the charge carrier mobility 
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of the chains (Wen et al., 2013). This same effect, however, facilitates the interaction of 

PNVC-Ppy with organic solvents. The solubility of the copolymer, nevertheless, 

increased with increasing concentration of DBSA because the incorporated surfactant 

anion (DBSA) expanded the polymer molecule, thereby allowing the organic solvent to 

diffuse into the spaces between the polymer backbones, and therefore, increased the 

interaction between the copolymer and the solvent (Lee et al., 1995). Besides, PNVC-Ppy 

was synthesized chemically by using different oxidants and various reaction media. 

Although PNVC homopolymer is soluble in a number of organic solvents, its solvating 

effect did not have any effect on the solubility of PNVC-Ppy prepared earlier (Biswas & 

Roy, 1994). None of the investigations reported that the copolymer had been soluble in 

any organic solvent. This means that the polypyrrole part of the copolymer had a stronger 

influence on the overall solubility of the copolymer. Thus, the interaction between Ppy 

molecule and the molecule of DBSA dopant influenced the solubility of DBSA-doped 

PNVC-Ppy.  

Relative solubility of the copolymer in selected organic solvents was further 

investigated. Table 1 shows the solubility of PNVC-Ppy in the selected solvents. 

Solubilities with a value < 0.6 g/100 ml were considered as partially soluble (PS) and the 

values within the range of 0.6 – 0.9 g/100 ml were termed soluble (S). It should be noted 

that despite the presence of long alkyl chain of DBSA, which induced polymer-solvent 

interaction, the copolymer dissolved in the selected solvents based on the polarity indices 

of the respective solvents (Figure 3.6). 
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Figure 3.6: Solubility of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy vs polarity indices of the 

solvents. 

The dissolution of the copolymer in high polar solvents, such as DMSO and DMF, was 

facilitated by hydrogen bond interaction between the DBSA of the copolymer and the 

solvent. Thus, no such strong hydrogen bond interaction was detected between the 

copolymer and the weakly polar solvents (PI = 4.1) or relatively non-polar solvent (PI = 

2.7). 

Table 3.1. Solubility of PNVC-Ppy in selected organic solvents (g/100ml) 

 DMSO DMF chloroform THF chlorobenzene 

Solvent P.I 7.2 6.4 4.1 4.0 2.7 

PNVC-Ppy 0.85 0.72 0.52 0.48 0.12 

P.I = Polarity index 
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3.3.3 Optical properties of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy 

The UV-vis spectra recorded for doped PNVC-Ppy, PNVC, and Ppy samples in 

chloroform are illustrated in Figure 3.7. The solution of Ppy in chloroform (Figure 3.7b) 

projected a strong absorption peak at 340 nm, one spectrum band of lower intensity 

between 436 nm and 645 nm, and a free carrier tail at 907 nm. The peak at 340 nm was 

attributed to the excitation of 𝝅 − 𝝅 ∗ transition in the pyrrole ring. Besides, the broad 

peak at 480 nm corresponded to the pyrrole polaronic band, while the broad free carrier 

tail was due to bipolaronic transition. Furthermore, the presence of polaron and bipolaron 

in the spectra of polypyrrole confirmed that the polypyrrole had been doped with DBSA. 

Polaron and bipolaron are known to be charge carriers in doped Ppy. Therefore, high 

conductivity of doped polypyrrole was due to band gap reduction because of formation 

of (bi)polaron (Bilal et al., 2014; Shen & Wan, 1998). 

Moreover, typical absorption spectra of PNVC were observed at 295, 328, and 345 nm 

in the UV region of the electromagnetic spectrum (Figure 3.7c) (Mbarek et al., 2013; 

Zaidi et al., 2010). The free carrier tail, which is responsible for the high degree of 

conjugation in doped polypyrrole, was not found in the spectra of DBSA-doped PNVC-

Ppy (Figure 3.7a). The presence of PNVC in polypyrrole chain shortened polypyrrole 

conjugation length, and therefore, the conductivity of the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy was 

reduced relative to that of polypyrrole because the incorporation of NVC into the chain 

of pyrrole affected the mobility of charge carrier along the Ppy backbone. This 

observation is in good agreement with the result obtained from the electrical conductivity 

test of the copolymer. Meanwhile, the optical bandgap of the copolymer was estimated to 

be 2.04 eV as deduced using the absorption spectrum fitting method (Figure 3.8). 

Compare with a band gap of Ppy (~ 2.7 eV) and PNVC (3.6 eV), the new copolymer 

exhibits a reduced band gap, indicating that PVNC truly incorporated into the Ppy chain 

to form the new copolymer. To select a polymer as a potential active layer material for 
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optoelectronic devices, solution processability, and the moderate band gap is parts of the 

criteria. Thus, the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy under study can be applied for the purpose.  

 

Figure 3.7: Optical absorption spectra of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy, Ppy, and 

PNVC. 

Figure 3.9 shows the effects of varying DBSA concentrations on the UV-vis 

absorption of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy. Maximum absorption of all the spectra appeared 

at relatively similar wavelength (500 nm), but with different levels of intensities. The 

intensities varied with the concentration of the dopant and the copolymer doped with the 

highest concentration of DBSA recorded the highest conductivity.  
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Figure 3.8: Band gap estimation of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy 
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Figure 3.9: UV-vis spectra of BDSA doped PNVC-Ppy at varying concentrations 

of DBSA 

 

3.3.4 Infrared analysis of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy 

The FTIR spectra of PNVC, Ppy, and DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy are shown in Figure 

3.10, while the details of the assigned peaks are presented in Table 3.2. The band at 1454 

cm−1 was attributed to C=C stretching vibration of polypyrrole ring. Also, the bands at 

770 and 668 cm−1 corresponded to C–C out of plane ring deformation or C-H rocking of 

Ppy. In addition, the band located at 1162 cm−1 was assigned to C–N stretching vibration 

of Ppy.(Basavaraja et al., 2011) The next band at 1330 cm−1 was ascribed to C–C 

stretching vibration of Ppy moiety. The absorption at 2918 cm−1 was attributed to C–H 

asymmetric vibration. Hence, the presence of these bands in the spectra of DBSA-doped 

PNVC-Ppy confirmed the incorporation of PNVC into the backbone of Ppy. Furthermore, 

the Ppy bands at 1555 and 921 cm−1, as well as the PNVC bands at 1596 and 3046 cm−1, 

were not located in the spectra of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy. In the case of PNVC, the 
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band located at 723 cm−1 was attributed to ring deformation of substituted aromatic 

structure,(Ballav & Biswas, 2003; Biswas & Roy, 1996) whereas the band at 1483 cm−1 

had been ascribed to ring vibration of NVC moiety. Generally, the peak intensities of 

copolymer were lowered compared to PNVC. This indicated that not only pyrrole 

participated in the oxidation process, but carbazole also oxidized via carbazole ring upon 

the addition of ammonium persulfate oxidant to form the copolymer. In addition, since 

NVC possesses double bond, free radical polymerization via the double bond is possible. 

Moreover, bands at 1035 and 1008 cm−1 were observed in the spectrum of the copolymer, 

were due to S=O and a benzoid ring of DBSA. These bands confirmed that the PNVC-

Ppy was in a doped state.(Han et al., 2005)  

 

Figure 3.10: FTIR spectrum of (a) PNVC, (b) Ppy and (c) DBSA-doped PNVC- 

Ppy. 
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Table 3.2. FTIR band assignments of PNVC, Ppy, and PNVC-PPY 

Ppy PNVC-Ppy PNVC Peak Assignment 

- - 3046 C–H asymmetric stretching of aromatic 

structure 

2916 2918   

2848 2851   

- 1664 1626 C=C stretching vinylidene group 

- - 1596  

1555 - - C=C stretching of polypyrrole ring 

1454 1454 1452  

1165 1162 1155 C–H in-plane deformation of aromatic ring 

1123 1125 1125  

790 770 - C–C out of plane ring deformation or C-H 

rocking 

668 668 -  

1287 1330 1323 =C–N planar vibration 

1032 1035 1025 S=O of DBSA 

1009 1008 1004 Benzoid ring of DBSA 

- 1483 1482 Ring vibration of NVC moiety 

- 749 743 >CH2 rocking vibration due to tail to tail 

addition 

- 723 718 Ring deformation of substituted aromatic 

structure 

 

3.3.5 XRD pattern of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy 

XRD measurements were performed to investigate the crystal structure of DBSA-

doped PNVC-Ppy. The XRD patterns of PNVC, Ppy, and the copolymer are shown in 

Figure 3.11. The broad diffraction band of Ppy, which appeared at 2θ = 20.1, clearly 

indicated that polypyrrole was totally amorphous. The pattern of PNVC was dominated 

by a narrower and a more intense peak at 2θ = 20.8°, which revealed the presence of semi-

crystalline phase. As for the copolymer, the broad peak centred at 2θ =19.3° revealed that 

the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy was amorphous. Moreover, the interaction between the 

NVC and the monomers, which gave rise to the copolymer, was confirmed by a peak shift 

of PNVC from 2θ = 20.8° to 2θ =19.3° of the copolymer upon copolymerization. 
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Figure 3.11: XRD patterns of PNVC, DBSA-doped PNVC- Ppy, and Ppy. 

 

3.3.6 Thermal property of the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy 

The thermal behaviour of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy was investigated via TGA analysis 

under nitrogen atmosphere. Figure 3.12 shows the TGA curves for the homopolymers, as 

well as the DBSA-doped and undoped copolymers. The measurement was taken at a 

temperature range of 50°C to 900°C at 20.00°C/min. Ppy was the least stable to heating 

with the highest rate of decomposition. The first stage of decomposition started at 81°C 

and it lost 16% of its weight at 173°C. Decomposition at this stage is usually attributed 

to the loss of physical moisture content (Lee et al., 2000). Further decomposition between 

173°C and 500°C, where Ppy has lost almost 60%, was due to degradation of polypyrrole 

backbone and other interchain bonds. Between 500°C and 900°C, Ppy lost 70% of its 
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total mass, leaving behind carbonized polymer residue, a phenomenon that is common to 

infusible conjugated polymers (Donnet & Bansal, 1998).  

 

Figure 3.12: TGA thermogram of PNVC, Ppy, doped PNVC-Ppy and undoped 

PNVC-Ppy. 

Conjugated polymers possess high carbon content due to double bonds alternation. 

Hence, the thermal stability of undoped PNVC-Ppy was enhanced. Besides, the effect of 

the DBSA dopant on thermal stability of the PNVC-Ppy was revealed by the thermogram 

of DBSA-doped PNVC–Ppy. Although, both doped and undoped PNVC–Ppy had initial 

thermal degradation at the same temperature range (50°C–200°C), DBSA-doped PNVC–

Ppy appeared to be more thermally stable because 75% of its weight remained after the 

second stage of thermal degradation, which occurred between 200°C and 400°C. Other 

than that, the decomposition of polymer backbone took a longer temperature range 

(200°C–470°C) in undoped PNVC–Ppy and almost half the polymer weight had already 

lost to thermal degradation. Moreover, the superior thermal stability of PNVC was 
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displayed as it remained stable until up to 300°C with less than 2% loss of surface 

moisture content. However, PNVC decomposed completely before 600°C with no 

carbonized residue after decomposition, as indicated by the thermogram. In summary, not 

only PNVC contributed to the thermal stability of DBSA-doped PNVC–Ppy, but the 

presence of DBSA in the copolymer molecule also further enhanced the thermal stability 

of the copolymer. 

3.3.7 Morphology of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy 

Figure 3.13 shows the SEM images of PNVC, Ppy, and DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy all 

at × 10 magnification.  PNVC showed spherical particles of larger size. The morphology 

revealed less tendency for agglomeration, which is perhaps the reason why PNVC was 

readily soluble in common organic solvents. Besides, preparation condition and method 

usually influence the surface morphology of Ppy (Shen & Wan, 1998). Ppy also displayed 

a porous morphology with agglomeration of tiny globules. Meanwhile, the DBSA-doped 

PNVC-Ppy presented a morphology that completely differed from those of 

homopolymers.  PNVC-Ppy copolymer showed a distinctly formed and densely packed 

globular structure without voids in-between. The particles were uniformly arranged with 

similar diameters. The uniform size revealed that copolymerization actually took place 

between NVC and pyrrole monomers; forming a new product with distinctively a 

different structure. 
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Figure 3.13: FESEM images of (a) Ppy, (b) PNVC, and (c) DBSA-doped PNVC–

Ppy copolymer 
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3.4 Conclusion 

In summary, this study had demonstrated that intractable copolymer of NVC and 

pyrrole could be rendered soluble in polar organic solvents by the counterion effect of 

DBSA. DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy can now be seen as a solution processable conducting 

polymer, which can be simply obtained via chemical oxidation of NVC and Py monomers 

using ammonium persulfate oxidant. The new soluble copolymer should be better than 

PNVC in terms of electrical conductivity and optical absorption; Ppy in terms of thermal 

stability. Furthermore, the solubility of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy in some polar organic 

solvents allows further studies to look into its interaction with other organic solvents that 

are less polar in order to widen its area of applications. In fact, the easy synthetic route, 

solution processability, and low band gap of the soluble copolymer further enable the 

study of film forming ability of this product for applications as an active layer material or 

transparent electrodes in optoelectronics. 
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CHAPTER 4: PHOTOVOLTAIC PERFORMANCE OF SOLUTION 

PROCESSABLE DBSA-DOPED POLY(N-VINYL CARBAZOLE)-

POLY(PYRROLE) COPOLYMER 

4.1 Introduction 

Research focus on organic photovoltaic cells has increased over the past decade. 

Among the advantages of organic photovoltaics (OPVs) over the inorganic counterpart, 

are tunability and solution processability (Hu & Karasz, 2003; Mbarek et al., 2013; Udum 

et al., 2009) of organic semiconductors (OSCs) via copolymerization. Thus, large surface 

area production and mechanical flexibility can be realized when working with OSCs 

(Choi et al., 2015; Krebs et al., 2009). The effective solubility of solution processed 

conducting polymers in organic solvents makes them useful as donor materials in the 

active layer of BHJ solar cells. The active layer comprises conjugated polymer, the donor, 

blended with a soluble fullerene derivative (PC60BM or PC70BM), functionalized 

graphene, or polymer as an acceptor material. BHJ concept is an intimate mixing of the 

donor and acceptor materials to reduce the distance covered by the exciton to reach the 

donor/acceptor interface without sacrificing the active layer thickness. Soluble 

polythiophene, polyphenylenevinylene (PPV), and their derivatives are among the 

earliest donor materials for BHJ polymer solar cells (Li, Zhu, et al., 2012). Poly(3-

hexylthiphene) (P3HT) possesses high hole mobility and broad solar absorption range, it 

is now used as a standard for OPV materials (Li, Zhu, et al., 2012; Price et al., 2011). For 

instance, power conversion efficiencies up to 5 % have been reported for solution 

processed BHJ solar cells based on P3HT and PCBM (Dang et al., 2011). Building 

efficient BHJ solar cells requires efforts on (Beaujuge & Frechet, 2011; Coughlin et al., 

2014; Ye et al., 2014) towards achieving new donor (and acceptor) materials with strong 

absorption within the solar spectrum, tunable in the processing solution, and high charge 

carrier mobility as well as, processing and fabrication (Guo, Baumgarten, et al., 2013; 

Scharber & Sariciftci, 2013). Meanwhile, despite the electron-donating and electro-
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optical properties of carbazole-based polymers, poly (n-vinyl carbazole) (PNVC), a 

popular carbazole-containing polymer has received little attention as donor material for 

BHJ solar cells (Chemek et al., 2010; Mbarek et al., 2013). Although used as a non-

conjugated polymer, PNVC is a good hole transporting material that can be employed in 

photovoltaic devices. Due to its luminescence property (Chemek et al., 2012; Narayan & 

Murthy, 1997; Nishino et al., 1995), PNVC has been combined with other materials 

(organic or inorganic) to fabricate organic light emitting diodes (Brunner et al., 2004; 

Kido et al., 1994; Kido et al., 1995). Another advantage is the ease of copolymerization 

with conjugated polymers via chemical oxidative polymerization. As mentioned earlier, 

forming copolymer is a part of the tunability of conducting polymers to access their 

complementary properties in the new material. Recently, PNVC copolymers have been 

prepared via chemical oxidative polymerization using anhydrous FeCl3 as the oxidant 

(Chemek et al., 2014). As an example, PNVC-PPV copolymer applicable for 

optoelectronic devices was chemically synthesized by Mbarek et al., (2013) using FeCl3. 

The resulting copolymer was not only solution processed but exhibited unique absorption 

and emission properties. 

On the other hand, polypyrrole(Ppy) is a highly conducting π-conjugated polymer 

owing to its remarkable optical and electrical properties, easy processability, and facile 

polymerization (Tat'yana & Oleg, 1997). Its importance is demonstrated by wide area of 

potential applications such as (Gao et al., 1996), electrochromic devices (De Paoli et al., 

1997; Takagi et al., 2012; Talaie et al., 2000), electrodes for batteries (Kim et al., 2012; 

Wang et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2006), supercapacitors (Zhao et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 

2013), photovoltaics (He et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2009; Kwon et al., 2004), sensors (Li et 

al., 2016; Ramanavičius et al., 2006; Turco et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2015) and so on. 

Although Ppy is often obtained as an intractable black powder via oxidative chemical 

polymerization, most of its potential applications are based on solution processing 
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techniques to obtain a thin film. Polypyrrole can be prepared via electrochemical or 

chemical polymerization using ferric chloride (FeCl3) or ammonium persulfate (APS) 

oxidant. Chemical polymerization is advantageous over electrochemical because it offers 

mass production at low-cost (Kiebooms et al., 2001). Owing to this advantage, efforts are 

being made to prepare solution processable polypyrrole via copolymerization with 

soluble polymers, functionalization with alkyl substituent groups, or doping with 

functional dopants. Soluble polypyrrole prepared with functional dopants such as DBSA 

possesses enhanced conductivity because the charge carriers are not only π-π electrons 

but polarons and bipolarons generated by counterion effect of the dopants during 

polymerization. Copolymerization is another effective method to obtain soluble 

polypyrrole as it can weaken pyrrole chain rigidity and intermolecular interactions. 

Moreover, a copolymer with enhanced possible properties can be realized by 

copolymerizing pyrrole with other monomers. Although, PNVC possesses a wide band 

gap, (Jang et al., 2005) when copolymerized with other electrically conducting polymers 

such as polypyrrole, its good electron donating property can be useful in solar cell 

devices. Moreover, NVC and pyrrole monomers have comparable oxidative potential 

thus, PNVC-Ppy copolymers have been synthesized successfully via electrochemical 

oxidation of their mixed monomers (Sarac et al., 2005). Past studies have shown that 

PNVC-Ppy copolymers possess improved electrical conductivity (Sezer et al., 1999), 

high thermal stability (Biswas & Roy, 1993a), and good mechanical properties. 

Furthermore, it had been shown that core-shell nanoparticles of Ppy-PNVC synthesized 

via micelle templating exhibited remarkable optical and electrical properties. Meanwhile, 

the copolymers obtained by copolymerizing pyrrole with NVCs were reported to be 

insoluble masses (Biswas & Roy, 1996) or solubility information was not mentioned 

(Jang et al., 2005). However, when we carried out the copolymerization using DBSA as 

a dopant and ammonium persulfate as the oxidant, the resulting copolymer became 
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soluble in selected organic solvents and an enhanced conductivity was also recorded. 

Thus, in this chapter, we report the photovoltaic properties of the DBSA-doped PNVC-

Ppy by fabricating a BHJ solar cell using the copolymer as the donor and PC60BM the 

acceptor. 

4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Fabrication and characterization of organic solar cells 

Polymer BHJ solar cells based on DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy (scheme 1) were 

fabricated following the conventional fabrication process. The indium tin oxide (ITO) 

coated glass substrate was sequentially ultrasonicated with acetone, ethanol, and distilled 

water and dried with a stream of nitrogen gas. Next, an aqueous solution of poly(3,4-

ethylene dioxythiophene) doped with polystyrene sulfonic acid (PEDOT:PSS), the buffer 

layer, was spin coated at 1000 rpm onto the ITO surface of the precleaned glass substrate 

and then dried in air at 120 °C for 20 min. Having stirred on a hotplate at 60 °C for 24 

hrs, a chloroform solution of the active layer containing a blend of DBSA-doped PNVC-

Ppy and PC60BM (1:1 or 1:2) were spin coated at 500 rpm on top of the PEDOT:PSS and 

annealed at 120 °C for 10 min. Finally, aluminium (Al) approximately 80-100 nm thick 

was vacuum (10-5 Pa) deposited on the surface of the photoactive layer to yield 

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy:PC60BM/Al BHJ solar cell device. The 

active layer of the device was 4.5 mm2. The current-voltage (J-V) in the dark and under 

illumination were measured using a Keithley 236 source measuring unit. A Xenon light 

source acted as an irradiation source and the J-V characteristics were measured under 

AM1.5G. The electrochemical measurement of the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy copolymer 

was carried out at a scan rate of 75 mV/s at room temperature on a Zahner IM 

electrochemical workstation. 0.1M of tetrabutylammonium phosphorus hexafluoride 

(TBAPF6) in anhydrous acetonitrile (CH3CN) solution was used as the supporting 

electrolyte. The copolymer film was prepared by drop casting on a pre-cleaned working 
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electrode (glass/ITO) with Ag/Ag+ and glassy carbon as reference and counter electrode 

respectively. The optical bandgap of the copolymer was estimated using the optical 

absorption spectrum fitting method. 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Film-forming ability of the copolymer 

For efficient photon harvesting, the donor material (polymer) is required to dissolve 

well in the processing solution in order to form a smooth film with absorption more than 

0.25. the film-forming potential of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy copolymer was determined 

by separately dissolving 20 mg of the copolymer in 1 ml of chloroform, chlorobenzene, 

and dichlorobenzene. Table 4.1 summarizes the absorptions of the copolymer in the 

selected solvents. The copolymer exhibited film-forming ability in this order: chloroform 

> THF > chlorobenzene > dichlorobenzene. The poor film forming ability in 

chlorobenzene and dichlorobenzene is due to the poor solubility of the copolymer in the 

solvents. Therefore, the photovoltaic properties of the copolymer were investigated by 

using chloroform as the processing solution. 

4.3.2 Optical and electrochemical properties 

The UV-visible absorption spectra of the copolymer in both chloroform solution and 

thin film are presented in Figure 4.1. The spectrum of the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy 

copolymer displayed maximum absorption at 500 nm for solution and 525 nm for thin 

film. This can be attributed to π-π* electron transition along the copolymer main chain. 

The observed red shift by 25 nm is due to solid state intermolecular interactions as the 

thin film formed aggregates. The thin film exhibited a wider absorption spectrum showing 

absorption onset at 650 nm. The optical band gap (𝐸𝑔
𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 1.91 𝑒𝑉) of the copolymer 

was deduced from the absorption onset using the following equation: 
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𝐸𝑔
𝑜𝑝𝑡 = ℎ ∗

𝐶

𝜆
          (4.1) 

Where h = Planks constant = 6.626 × 10-34 joules sec, C = speed of light = 3.0 × 108 

meter/sec, and λ = cut off wavelength = 650 × 10-9 meters. This value(𝐸𝑔
𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 1.91 𝑒𝑉) 

shows that the copolymer is applicable as a donor material in the active layer of polymer 

solar cells.  

 

 

Figure 4.1. UV-vis spectra of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy in chloroform solution 

and thin film 

 

The relative positions of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the 

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of conducting polymers are crucial to the 

design of polymer solar cells. The HOMO and LUMO energy levels were calculated from 
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the onset oxidation (𝐸𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡
𝑜𝑥 ) and reduction (𝐸𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡

𝑟𝑒𝑑 ) potentials of the voltammogram 

(figure 4.2) using the following equation: 

𝐸𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂 = −𝑞(𝐸𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡
𝑜𝑥 + 4.7)𝑒𝑉        (4.2) 

𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂 = −𝑞(𝐸𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡
𝑟𝑒𝑑 + 4.7)𝑒𝑉        (4.3) 

With the 𝐸𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡
𝑜𝑥 =  0.50 𝑉 and 𝐸𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡

𝑟𝑒𝑑 = −1.43 𝑉, the HOMO and LUMO energy 

levels were estimated to be −4.49 𝑒𝑉 and −2.97 𝑒𝑉 respectively. Thus, the electronic 

band gap was calculated from 𝐸𝑔
𝑒𝑙𝑒 = 𝐸𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂 − 𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂 = 1.93 𝑒𝑉. This value is closed 

to the estimated value of the optical band gap. 

Table 4.1: Absorbance maximum of copolymer films spin coated from different 

solvents (20 mg copolymer/mL). 

Solvent  Film absorbance   

chloroform 0.28 

THF 0.18 

chlorobenzene 0.005 

Dichlorobenzene 0.005 
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Figure 4.2. Cyclic voltammogram of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy copolymer 

Table 4.2 summarizes the optical and electrochemical properties of the copolymer. 

The HOMO level of the copolymer (-4.49 eV) is close to that of P3HT, one of the 

conjugated polymers commonly used as donor materials in BHJ polymer solar cells. 

Meanwhile, the theoretical open circuit voltage (Voc) of solar cells with donor materials 

being conjugated polymers can be calculated as the difference between the EHOMO of the 

donor and the ELUMO of the acceptor: 

𝑉𝑜𝑐 = |𝐸𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂(𝑑𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑟) − 𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂(𝑃𝐶𝑀𝐵)| − 0.3      (4.4) 

For an efficient photoinduced electron transfer between the polymer donor and 

PC60BM acceptor, LUMO-LUMO offset of 0.3 eV is desirable. The LUMO-LUMO 

offsets between the copolymer (-2.97 eV) and PC60BM (-3.57 eV) is more than the 

desirable value. Therefore, a good exciton dissociation at the interface between the 

DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy and PC60BM is expected. 
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Table 4.2. Optical and electrochemical properties of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy 

copolymer 

Absmax in solution (nm) 500 

Absmax in thin film (nm) 525 

Thin film absorption onset (nm) 650 

𝑬𝒈
𝒐𝒑𝒕

(eV) 1.91 

𝑬𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒆𝒕
𝒐𝒙  (V) 0.50 

𝑬𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒆𝒕
𝒓𝒆𝒅  (V) -1.43 

EHOMO (eV) -4.49 

𝑬𝑳𝑼𝑴𝑶 (eV) -2.97 

𝑬𝒈
𝒆𝒍𝒆 (eV) 1.93 

 

Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy in chloroform 

solution without PC60BM and in a combination of 1:2 with PC60BM were investigated as 

shown in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy solution shows 

strong photoluminescence between 475 and 680 nm, with excitation wavelength at 450 

nm. The PL emission is moderately quenched when PC60BM (1:2, w/w) was blended with 

the copolymer indicating efficient photoinduced charge transfer along the interface 

between the photoexcited copolymer and PC60BM. This phenomenon, according to 

previous reports, shows the excited states in the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy backbone is 

quenched due to intermolecular electronic interactions at the donor-acceptor interface, a 

condition for efficient organic photovoltaic cells. 
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Figure 4.1. Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of DBSA-doped PNCV-Ppy, DBSA-

doped PNVC-Ppy:PC60BM 

4.3.3 Photovoltaic properties 

The BHJ solar cell devices having the structure 

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/copolymer:PC60BM/Al were fabricated  following the conventional 

technique.  The hole transporting layer of PEDOT:PSS  was spin-coated onto ITO, the 

hole collecting electrode. The active layer, a blend of the copolymer (donor) and PC60BM 

(acceptor) was dissolved in chloroform and spin-coated on the top of PEDOT:PSS.  Table 

4.3 presents the photovoltaic performance of the cells based on ratio 1:1 and 1:2 of the 

donor to the acceptor. Figure 4.4 shows the (J-V) characteristics of the solar cells based 

on DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy, and DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy:PC60BM (1:1 after 

annealing) in the dark and under illumination. The J-V curve of the devices shows no 

current response in the dark. However, under illumination, the device with only DBSA-

doped PNVC-Ppy as the active layer shows the values of open circuit voltage (Voc), short-

circuit current (Jsc), and fill factor (FF), and power conversion efficiency (PCE, ƞ) as 
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0.0005, 0.103, 0.56, and 0.23 respectively. The PCE of the solar cell based on DBSA-

doped PNVC-Ppy: PC60BM was 0.62 % with Voc = 0.56 V, FF= 0.53, and Jsc =1.5 

mA/cm2. The cell based on a blend of the copolymer and PC60BM shows a better overall 

performance compares with the one based on the pristine copolymer indicating charge 

transfer between the copolymer (donor) and PC60BM (acceptor). Blending the 

copolymer(donor) with PC60BM increases the photovoltaic performance of the solar cell 

because the lower symmetry of PC60BM allows high optical absorption coefficient with 

the visible region.  

Although, the solar cell based on a blend of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy: PC60BM 

displayed better photovoltaic properties with regards to the pristine copolymer, its power 

conversion efficiency is lower than expected perhaps due to the quality of the photoactive 

layer film. Meanwhile, several investigations have shown that annealing treatment can 

improve PCE of polymer solar cells. Thus, blends of the active layer, copolymer: PC60BM 

(1:1 and 1:2 w/w) were prepared and then spin coated at high-speed spin (1000 rpm) and 

low-speed spin (500 rpm).  Figure 4.4 (c) and 4.4 (d) show device performances before 

and after annealing (180 C, 10 min), the detailed are summarized in table 2. It can be 

seen that the device with active layer composition of 1:2, spin coated at 500 rpm possesses 

higher PCEs (0.6 % and 0.4 %) before and after annealing. This can be attributed to better 

donor-acceptor blend ratio and an increased film thickness to accommodate better charge 

carrier mobility. After annealing, the device with donor-acceptor composition of 1:2 

shows the highest PCE due to the increase in Jsc and Voc. The D–A blend ratio strongly 

affects the performance of BHJ solar cells. The D–A blend ratio influences the sizes and 

distributions of the phases, thereby changing the size of the interface available for exciton 

dissociation and charge carrier transport. The increased PCE after annealing treatment is 

due to active layer re-ordering of the donor and acceptor phases to increase the size of the 

domain. Vanlaeke et al. [80] demonstrated that optimized thermal annealing of the BHJ 
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layer can improve its photon absorption properties, blend morphology and the hole 

mobility by inducing the stacking of P3HT in coplanar conjugated segments. 

 

Figure 4.2: a, b) logarithmic J-V characteristics of the photovoltaic devices 

based on DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy and DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy:PC60BM in the 

dark and under illumination. c, d) J-V characteristics of the photovoltaic devices 

with different ratio of PC60BM under illumination without annealing, with 

annealing at 180C for 10 min. 
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Table 4.3. Photovoltaic performance of the solar cell based on DBSA-doped 

PNVC-Ppy:PC60BM thin film spin coated at 1000 or 500 rpm before and after 

annealing at 180 C for 10 min. 

(copolymer:PC60BM) FF Jsc 

(mA/cm2) 

Voc (V) PCE (%) 

1:0 0.029 1.44 0.051 0.0021 

1:1a 0.31 1.44 0.30 0.13 

1:1a* 0.29 1.54 0.46 0.21 

1:1b 0.27 2.04 0.38 0.21 

1:1b* 0.26 2.22 0.41 0.24 

1:2a 0.35 2.59 0.35 0.32 

1:2a* 0.32 2.45 0.52 0.40 

1:2b 0.29 2.52 0.58 0.43 

1:2b* 0.34 2.6 0.71 0.62 

a Spin coated at 1000 rpm, no annealing. 

a* Spin coated at 1000 rpm, annealing at 180C. 

b Spin coated at 500 rpm, no annealing. 

b* Spin coated at 500 rpm, annealing at 180C.  

 

4.3.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, a solution processable conducting polymer based on DBSA-doped 

PNVC-Ppy was used as the donor material in organic BHJ photovoltaic cells with 

PC60BM as the electron acceptor. The copolymer displayed a moderate absorption curve 

with an absorption maximum at 525 nm and comparable optical and electrochemical band 

gaps of 1.91 and 1.93 eV respectively. Blending the copolymer with PC60BM resulted to 

quenching of the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy photoluminescence, showing a photoinduced 
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electrons transfer between the copolymer and PC60BM makes the blend applicable as an 

active layer in polymer solar cells. BHJ solar cells based on DBSA-doped PNVC-

Ppy:PC60BM were fabricated. The power conversion efficiency of the devices based on 

DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy:PC60BM (1:2) under AM1.5G, 100 mW/cm2 was 0.43% with 

an open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 0.58 V, and a short circuit current (Jsc) of 2.52 mA/cm2. 

Reducing the spin coating speed from 1000 to 500 rpm and subsequent annealing the 

device at 180 C for 20 min enhanced the power conversion efficiency to 0.64%, with an 

open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 0.71 V, a short circuit current (Jsc) of 2.60 mA/cm2 and a fill 

factor (FF) of 0.34. Owing to ease of synthesizing the copolymer and its solubility in 

selected organic solvents, more efforts are needed to study the paths to improve the 

performance of the device fabricated from this novel material, including fine control of 

the active layer morphology, band gap engineering, increasing the molecular weight of 

the copolymer, and using better fullerene derivatives. 
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CHAPTER 5: ENHANCING THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF DBSA-

DOPED POLY(N-VINYL CARBAZOLE)-POLY(PYRROLE) COPOLYMER 

5.1 Introduction 

Polymer nanocomposite has emerged as an important area in nanoscience and 

nanotechnology enhancing the thermal, mechanical, electrical, and gas barrier properties 

of polymers (Jancar et al., 2010; Zeng et al., 2005). This new class of composite materials 

becomes popular owing to its wide application areas such as supercapacitors (Frackowiak 

et al., 2006), electronic devices (Holder et al., 2008), rechargeable batteries (Parvin et al., 

2015), sensors (Sauerbrunn et al., 2015), including solar cells (Chen et al., 2015). Polymer 

nanocomposites have attracted great scientific interest for their design uniqueness that 

ordinary composites lack. Meanwhile, earlier investigations of polymer nanocomposites 

were on nanoscale fillers such as silica and clay. However, poor thermal and electrical 

conductivity of silica-based nanofillers enable investigations into other materials. For 

instance, nanomaterials prepared from carbon nanotube (CNT), carbon black, and 

expanded graphite are among the earlier candidates with improved properties (Yan et al., 

2016). 

Graphene, a single-atom-thick is a two-dimensional (2-D) honeycomb structure made 

of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms. Graphene has displayed many intriguing properties, 

including high thermal and chemical tolerance, high charge carrier mobility (Loh et al., 

2010; Malig et al., 2011; Soldano et al., 2010), high surface area , and good mechanical 

strength (Prezhdo et al., 2011). Nevertheless, forming homogeneous dispersions is a 

major challenge when working with graphene for large-scale production. For instance, to 

prepare polymer-graphene composites, one important step is to exfoliate graphite sheets 

into thin graphitic layers. However, pristine graphene does not disperse either in organic 

or inorganic media, hence working with pristine graphene proves difficult. Graphene 

oxide (GO), the oxidized form of graphene whose basal planes and edges contain various 
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oxygen-bearing functional groups, has attracted much attention. Today, using GO as a 

precursor is an effective approach to prepare dispersible graphene (Dreyer et al., 2010). 

The ease of exfoliation and reduction of GO to graphene in a large-scale makes GO a 

preferred choice to other expensive fillers such as CNTs and carbon nanofibers (Putz et 

al., 2010). In addition, GO is rich in oxygen-bearing groups (–OH, –COOH, –CHO, 

epoxy groups) as a result, it is not only tunable but readily soluble in solvents making it 

an effectiveness nanofiller (Bose et al., 2010; Cassagneau et al., 2000). One advantage of 

GO is its hydrophilicity that makes it disperse readily in aqueous solutions. Likewise, GO 

interacts covalently or non-covalently with polymers to form GO intercalated 

nanocomposites. Nevertheless, graphene dispersed in an organic medium is required in 

most of its proposed application areas (nanocomposite, organic electrodes, sensors, 

organic solar cells, and so on). Thus, it is important to develop an easy route to exfoliate 

and disperse graphene in common organic solvents. Many findings have shown that 

incorporation of GO improves the thermal stability of nanocomposites remarkably (ref). 

To date, researchers have made great efforts to develop GO-based nanocomposites for 

improved solubility and dispersion in organic solvents (Aleshin et al., 2015; 

Bindumadhavan et al., 2015; Li et al., 2011). Poly (N-vinyl carbazole) (PNVC) is readily 

soluble in common organic solvents and possesses good thermal stability, though a poor 

electrical conductor. Some of its dispersible nanocomposites with GO have been prepared 

without further modification of the polymer nor functionalization of graphene. As an 

example, Santos et al. prepared a well-dispersed PNVC/GO nanocomposite via solution 

mixing process. Such a dispersible nanocomposite displayed an excellent storage stability 

for up to 30 days in N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) and N-cyclohexyl-2-pyrrolidone (CHP) 

(Santos et al., 2011). Similarly, solution processable GO-PNVC has been fabricated by 

covalently attaching GO to PNVC. The material displayed good optical and electronic 

properties making it an excellent material for optoelectronic devices (Zhang et al., 2010). 
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Meanwhile, nanocomposites based on polypyrrole (Ppy) and GO are characterized with 

good thermal stability and enhanced electrical conductivity. However, owing to the 

insolubility of Ppy, Ppy-GO nanocomposites are often prepared as-deposited films and 

obtained in a form of free-standing papers (Li, Xia, et al., 2012). Earlier, there were 

reports about using DBSA as a protonating agent and an emulsifier for the synthesis of 

PANI/GO (Imran et al., 2014) and PANI/GOR (Basavaraja et al., 2012) nanocomposites. 

As a result, the nanocomposites exhibited an enhanced thermal and electrical properties 

and were dispersible in organic solvents making them a good candidate in several 

application areas such as functional coatings, electric devices, and sensors. Meanwhile, 

our group has prepared DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy copolymer, soluble in some selected 

organic solvents. The copolymer displayed an improved thermal stability compared to 

polypyrrole and better electrical conductivity relative to PNVC. Although the copolymer 

was soluble in organic solvents, there is need to improve the electrical conductivity 

further to meet the demand of its potential applications. Therefore, if the copolymer is 

made as a composite with GO, based on the reports that π-electron rich polymers can 

form π-stacking with the graphene sheets (Gu et al., 2010; Pernites et al., 2011; Santos et 

al., 2011), the nanocomposite will not only possess enhanced electrical conductivity but 

stable dispersibility in organic solvent. 

In this respect, we report a simple approach to prepare organic solvents dispersible 

PNVC-Ppy/GO nanocomposite by in-situ chemical oxidative polymerization. 

Ammonium persulfate was used as the oxidant while dodecylbenzene sulfonic acid 

(DBSA), an anionic surfactant, was used as a dopant and an emulsifier to the copolymer 

and GO, respectively.  The obtained nanocomposite exhibits appropriate optical and 

electrical properties to be used an active layer in polymer electronics. 
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5.2 Experimental 

5.2.1 Materials 

Natural flake graphite, n-vinyl carbazole, pyrrole monomer and ammonium persulfate 

(oxidant) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemicals. Sulfuric acid, hydrochloric 

acid, ethanol and hydrogen peroxide were purchased from Merck, Germany. Dodecyl 

benzene sulfonic acid (DBSA, Acros Organics) was used as received. N,N-

dimethylformamide (DMF), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and acetonitrile were of 

analytical grade and used without further purification. 

5.2.2 Instrument 

The FTIR measurement of nanocomposites was carried out using a Thermoscientific 

NICOLET 5700 Spectrometer. Raman spectra were recorded in a confocal Raman 

spectrometer (Renishaw RM 1000, Ar+ 514.5 nm). The SEM images were obtained using 

an FEI Sirion Microscope. The powdered samples were subjected to a wide angle X-ray 

diffraction study with a PHILIPS PW/1710/00 X-ray diffractometer using CuK-α 

radiation. UV-vis spectra were recorded using an Agilent 8453 spectrometer. 

5.2.3 Preparation of graphene oxide (GO) 

GO was prepared from natural graphite flakes by an improved Hummers method 

(Marcano et al., 2010). A 1:6 ratio mixture of graphite flakes and KMnO4 was dissolved 

in H2SO4/H3PO4 (9:1) and the mixture was stirred for 12hr at room temperature. To 

terminated the oxidation reaction, 30% H2O2 was added and the mixture was filtered. 

Then, the filtrate was centrifuged (4000 rpm), and the supernatant was decanted away. 

The deposit after the separation was washed with de-ionized water, ethanol, and 

hydrochloric acid in several times. The product was then coagulated and dried under a 

vacuum at room temperature. 
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5.2.4 Synthesis of PNVC-Ppy/GO Composites 

In a typical polymerization reaction, pyrrole (0.1 mol), NVC (0.15 mol), and DBSA 

(0.01 mol) were separately dissolved in acetonitrile. All the mixtures were further 

transferred to a beaker. Then, 0.50 g of GO nanoparticle was dissolved in water and 

finally added to the above reaction mixture and sonicated for 5 min. Afterward, 0.3 mol 

FeCl3.6H2O was dissolved in water then added dropwise to the mixture above. The 

reaction mixture was subjected to a continuous shaking for 6 hours at room temperature. 

The PNVC-PPy/GO nanocomposites so obtained was washed several times with a 

mixture of water and ethanol until the washing solvents became colourless. Finally, the 

washing solvents were filtered off and the composite was obtained as a residue, dried in 

a vacuum at 80°C for 24 h. For comparison, the neat PNVC-PPy was polymerized by a 

similar method without GO suspension. 

5.2.5 Characterization 

Electrical conductivities of the nanocomposite were measured at room temperature 

using a Jandel RM3000 Test Unit with typical probe spacing ~1 mm. The following 

equation was used to calculate the electrical conductivity:  

𝜎 =  𝑉−1𝐼 (
ln 2

𝜋 𝑑𝑛
)          (5.1) 

where V is the applied potential measured in volt, dn is the thickness of the pellet 

measured in cm, and I is the current in ampere. The pellets (0.15 g, diameter 1cm) were 

measured by using four-point probe method, compressed (pressure, 15 bar) from 

respectively powdered samples. Morphologies of the samples were studied by Field-

emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Hitachi SU-8220, Japan) while Fourier 

transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra were measured using an FTIR-Spotlight 400 

spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, USA). The UV–Vis spectra were recorded using a UV-2600 

(Shimadzu, USA) spectrophotometer, in the range of 200-1100 nm. X-ray diffraction 
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(XRD) measurements were performed using a PANalytical EMPYREAN model 

diffractometer with a Cu-Kα radiation source (k = 0.15418 nm) at an accelerating voltage 

of 50 kV and current of 100 mA. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on 

a Perkin Elmer TGA 6 model instrument from 25 – 900 °C, a heating rate of 10 °C / min 

under atmospheric condition. 

5.3 Results and discussion 

In chapter 3, NVC and Py were copolymerized to obtain a new solution processable 

material that possesses both individual properties of PNVC and Ppy. DBSA was utilized 

as a stearic stabilizer that expanded the Ppy backbone to allow diffusion of solvents into 

the inter-molecular spaces created by the DBSA. Although the copolymer was soluble in 

DMSO, DMF, and chloroform and exhibited good thermal stability, its electrical 

conductivity can be further improved. Therefore, in this study we attempt to form a 

polymer nanocomposite by introducing GO as a nanomaterial, perhaps the π-π interaction 

between the polymer and GO can improve the electrical conductivity and organic medium 

dispersibility of the resulting nanocomposite. For comparison, the nanocomposite 

prepared with and without DBSA were dispersed separately in DMF and then sonicated 

for 20 min. The dispersibility of the samples (Figure 5.1) were observed 30 min after 

sonication. The sample prepared without DBSA aggregates and suspends in the DMF 

while the one with DBSA dispersed well in the solvent.  
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Figure 5.1: Photograph of (a) DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/GO dispersed in DMF; 

(b) PNVC-Ppy/GO (without DBSA) dispersed in DMF 

The in situ chemical oxidative polymerization of NVC and Py with GO allows intimate 

participation of GO forming the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/GO nanocomposite as 

revealed by the FESEM images (Figure 5.2). The FESEM image of GO (Figure 5.2 (a)) 

shows the usual stacked, multi-layered structure as reported earlier (Mkhoyan et al., 2009) 

while DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy (Figure 5.2 (b)) shows a densely packed globular 

structure with uniformly arranged particles of similar diameters. The DBSA-doped 

PNVC-Ppy globules disappeared to show a wrinkled, flaked morphology with some 

globules (Figure 5.2 (c)) during the in-situ chemical oxidative polymerization with GO. 

The image revealed an expanded GO layers, later exfoliated owing to the random 

insertion and deposition of PNVC-Ppy during the chemical oxidative polymerization 

resulting to a partially disordered solid (PNVC-Ppy/GO) with uneven morphology. 
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Figure 5.2: FESEM images of (a) GO, (b) DBSA-doped PNVC-PPy, and (c) 

DBSA-doped PNVC-PPy/GO 
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5.3.1 Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis 

The appearance of characteristic C = O (1702 cm−1) and OH (3329 cm−1) stretching in 

the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/GO (Figure. 5.3 a) confirmed that the nanocomposite has 

been synthesized. These peaks, the hallmarks of oxidized graphene (GO), revealed that 

GO was effectively incorporated into the PNVC-Ppy matrix forming the nanocomposite. 

The copolymer showed absorption bands at 2916, 2848, 1626, 1378, 1287, 1155, 790, 

743, and 718 cm−1. These bands bore the characteristic bands of PNVC and Ppy, shifted 

into new wavelengths (Figure 5.3 c). Meanwhile, most of these bands were retained in 

the composite spectra but with lower intensities. In the nanocomposite spectrum, the 

disappearance of the PNVC-Ppy bands at 1603, 3049, 3418 cm−1 and the formation of 

new bands at 1015 and 1147 cm−1 showed that a new product with different structural 

features was formed. Moreover, bands (1035 and 1008 cm−1) (Han et al., 2005) 

corresponding to R-SO3- and S=O of DBSA observed in the copolymer spectrum, shifted 

to 1075 and 1010 cm−1 in the spectrum of PNVC-Ppy/GO. 

  

Figure 5.3: FTIR spectra of (a) DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/GO, (b) GO, and (c) 

PNVC-Ppy copolymer 
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5.3.2 XRD study 

The XRD pattern of PNVC-Ppy/GO (Figure. 5.4 a) nanocomposite revealed that GO 

layers were exfoliated into the nanocomposite. GO has a sharp diffraction peak centred 

at 2 θ = 10.16° (Figure 5.4 c), indicating its laminated structure with an interlayer spacing 

of 8.706 Å. The XRD pattern of PNVC-Ppy (Figure 5.4 b) displayed a pattern typical of 

Ppy and PNVC. It revealed a combination of a broad amorphous and a partially crystalline 

structure with a pattern at 2θ = 19.79°. However, for Ppy–PNVC/GO nanocomposite, the 

characteristic peak has shifted to 23.1° and the peak intensity has reduced. Also, GO peak 

was absent in the nanocomposite peak, indicating that GO layers are well exfoliated. 

 

Figure 5.4: X-RD spectra of (a) DBSA-doped PNVC-PPy/GO nanocomposite, 

(b) DBSA-doped PNVC-PPy copolymer and (c) GO. 

5.3.3 Raman spectroscopy 

Raman spectroscopy is often used to determine the structural defects and electronic 

properties of carbon-based materials. The PNVC-Ppy/GO nanocomposite is expected to 
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possess good electrical conductivity because its conjugation length was enhanced by GO. 

The degree of graphite layer disorderliness depends on the intensity ratio between the D 

and G bands (ID/IG) and the closer the intensities the more structurally disordered GO is 

(Bora & Dolui, 2012). Also, high Raman intensity depends on the extent of conjugation 

length (Bora & Dolui, 2012). The GO spectrum (Figure 5.5 c) displays characteristic D 

and G bands at 1352 and 1601 cm-1 with peak intensity ratio almost unity (0.94). This 

indicates a significant structural defect due to oxidation of graphene to graphene oxide. 

The Raman spectrum of PNVC-Ppy copolymer shows two bands at 1594 cm-1 and 1341 

cm-1. The bands are assigned to C=C backbone stretching and ring stretching respectively. 

In the Raman spectrum PNVC-Ppy/GO nanocomposite, the C=C has shifted to 1591 cm-

1 compared with that of PNVC-Ppy. The higher (ID/IG) ratio of the nanocomposite (0.205) 

to the copolymer (0.165) indicates a higher conjugation chain length that can induce an 

enhanced electrical conductivity.  This shows that π-π stacking has been established 

between the PNVC-Ppy and GO and more delocalized electrons are present in the 

aromatic ring of graphene or in the PNVC-Ppy chain. 
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Figure 5.5: Raman spectroscopy of (a) nanocomposite PNVC-PPy/GO, (b) 

copolymer PNVC-PPy and (c) graphene oxide 

5.3.4 Optical properties of PNVC-Ppy nanocomposite 

The UV-vis spectra of GO, PNVC-Ppy, and PNVC-Ppy/GO nanocomposite are 

displayed in Figure 5.6. GO displays an absorption peak at 227 nm, owing to the π-π* 

electronic transition of the benzene ring (Deshmukh et al., 2015). Meanwhile, the UV-vis 

spectrum of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/GO nanocomposite shows similar features as that 

of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy. However, the nanocomposite spectrum intensity is lower 

compared to PNVC-Ppy spectrum.  This reduced intensity shows that GO is present in 

the PNVC-Ppy polymer matrix (Obreja et al., 2013). To further confirm the PNVC-Ppy 

being attached to the surface of the exfoliated GO, we examined the photoluminescence 

properties of the nanocomposite dispersed in DMF. By applying 239 nm excitation 

wavelength, PNVC-Ppy/GO emission band was quenched suggesting intramolecular 
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quenching from PNVC-Ppy to GO. Such an intramolecular quenching may involve 

energy and electron transfer between the excited singlet states of the PNVC-Ppy moiety 

and the GO moiety. For the PNVC-Ppy copolymer, the emission peak is at 359 (3.62 eV) 

nm with a shoulder peak at 345 (3.80 eV) nm. Whereas for PNVC-Ppy/GO composite, 

the emission peak is at 362 (3.25eV) nm with a shoulder peak at 348 (3.5eV) nm. 

 

Figure 5.6: Optical absorption spectra of (a) DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy 

copolymer and DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy nanocomposite, (b) GO, (c) 

Photoluminescence excitation of copolymer and nanocomposite. 
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5.3.5 Electrical conductivity 

The room temperature conductivity of PNVC-Ppy/GO nanocomposite is 0.102 S/cm. 

This value is, however, lower than that of Ppy homopolymer (0.286 S/cm) but higher than 

the value of DBSA-dope PNVC-Ppy copolymer (0.095 S/cm). The enhanced conductivity 

of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/GO confirms the XRD report that GO exfoliated into the 

nanocomposite as GO films usually display insulating property. Therefore, the part of the 

exfoliated GO not oxidized might have established π-π electron stacking with PNVC-Ppy 

rings to allow effective electron mobility thus increase the electrical conductivity of the 

nanocomposite. The PNVC-Ppy copolymer is a good electron donor while GO is an 

electron acceptor, thus, possibly, the charge transfer complex between the PNVC–Ppy 

copolymer chains and GO might also contribute to the improved conductivity. 

5.4 Conclusion 

DBSA, an anionic surfactant can be used to prepare organic medium dispersible 

PNVC-Ppy/GO nanocomposites to widen the applications of conducting polymer/GO 

nanocomposites. Because the nanocomposite dispersed well in DMSO, it was possible to 

determine its optical absorption and photoluminescence properties. Surprisingly, the 

extended π-π electrons stacking between the PNVC-Ppy and GO-enabled the 

nanocomposite to display better electrical conductivity than copolymer and GO. 

DBSA has already been used to improve the dispersibility of PANI/GO 

nanocomposites with enhanced electroconductivity. As our result demonstrates for the 

first time, improved organic dispersibility and enhanced electrical conductivity can be 

obtained using PNVC-Ppy as the polymer matrix. In-situ chemical oxidative 

polymerization with GO is an easy synthetic route to exfoliate layered GO into conducting 

polymers and DBSA can render the nanocomposite dispersible in various organic 
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solvents. We anticipated that solution processable PNVC-Ppy/GO with improved 

electrical properties can be a good active layer material in organic optoelectronic devices. 
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CHAPTER 6: REDUCED GRAPHENE OXIDE-POLY(N-VINYL 

CARBAZOLE)-POLY(PYRROLE) COMPOSITES—SYNTHESIS AND 

CHARACTERIZATION FOR OPTOELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS 

6.1 Introduction 

Oxidation of graphite to graphite oxide and subsequent chemical exfoliation to obtain 

graphene oxide, a soluble precursor of graphene, is among the most convenient methods 

to obtaining dispersible graphene for extensive applications. Many efforts are focused on 

obtaining graphene in various forms amenable for solution processability due to the 

potential of graphene as the conductor of the future. Because GO is naturally insulating 

especially if the graphite is subjected to a high degree of chemical oxidation, nano-

conducting application of GO oxide is, therefore, limited. There are reports on the 

electrical conductivity of GO-based nanocomposites (Gao et al., 2011), as proved in the 

previous chapter of the present work, the conductivity of conducting polymer/GO 

nanocomposite is due to π-π stacking between the conducting polymer backbone and the 

unoxidized region of the GO sheet (Gu et al., 2010).   Imran et al. (2014) reported that the 

synthesis and characterization of highly conductive (474 S/m) PANI/GO nanocomposites 

with varying GO concentration. By applying high pressure on the nanocomposite pellet, 

voids created by trapped air were eliminated to allow close-packing thus conductive paths 

were established for the flow of electrons. Despite the initially measured conductivities 

of PVK (~ 7 x 10-10 S/cm) and GO (~ 2 x 10-6 S/cm), the nanocomposite fabricated from 

both materials exhibited an enhanced electrical conductivity as a result of intramolecular 

charge transfer interactions (Aleshin et al., 2015). On many occasions, owing to the 

insulating property of GO, conducting polymer/GO nanocomposites are fabricated for 

synergistic properties such as thermal stability, organic/inorganic phase dispersibility or 

mechanical strength (Liu et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2010).  

Chemical oxidation via Hummers’ method is the pioneer and the most common 

method of preparing GO by exposing graphite to a mixture of strong oxidants (KMnO4 
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and NaNO3) in the presence of concentrated H2SO4 followed by sonication. Compared to 

previous methods, Hummers’ method is considered safe with higher efficiency. However, 

this method is defective as it releases harmful toxic gases; NO2 and N2O4 and involves 

high thermal processing. To address these problems, researchers have come up with 

improved methods by increasing KMnO4 concentrations, excluding NaNO3, and 

introducing mixtures of acids (H2SO4/H3PO4 or H2SO4/HNO3) to obtain products that are 

free from toxic gases (Chen et al., 2013; Marcano et al., 2010). 

Research and industrial focuses on graphene are increasing due to its excellent 

chemical, electrochemical, optical, optoelectronic, and sensing properties (Liao et al., 

2010; Mueller et al., 2010). These unique behaviours of graphene have allowed its 

applications in solar cells, polymer nanocomposites, supercapacitor, nanofluids, etc 

(Choudhary et al., 2012; Sangchul et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2011). Among these, 

optimization of graphene for optoelectronic application has demanded wider attention 

both in the industrial and academic community. Graphene, especially the two-

dimensional (2D) form exhibits great optical and electrical properties useful as a 

transparent electrode(Park et al., 2012; Suk et al., 2013). Throughout the graphene sheets, 

π-electrons are delocalized causing ballistic charge transport with a very little or no 

optical absorption. Meanwhile, solution processable functionalized graphene sheets are 

typically prepared via redox reactions. The reduction process introduces multiple grain 

boundaries and includes lattice defects on the surface of the product thereby increases its 

electrical resistance (Marinho et al., 2012; Sangchul et al., 2012). The obtained solution-

processed functionalized graphene sheets are extensively used in optoelectronic devices 

such as a dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC), organic solar cells (OSC), organic light-

emitting diodes and organic photodetectors (Chang et al., 2013; He et al., 2012; Verma et 

al., 2010).  
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In order to utilize most of the unique properties of graphene in its proposed areas of 

applications, GO needs to be exfoliated to produce chemically converted graphene (CCG) 

sheets. Via chemical reduction, the oxygen-bearing moieties are largely removed 

generating a weak electrostatic repulsion against the strong π-π interaction between rGO 

sheets. Thus, the electrical conductivity close to that of pristine graphene is restored. The 

resulting material called a reduced graphene oxide (rGO) or chemically converted 

graphene (CCG) suffers from many different kinds of structural defects due to the harsh 

oxidation process. Nevertheless, reduced graphene oxide is quite similar to the original 

graphene, and as a result, the restored electrical conductivities were reported to be as high 

as 1000 S/cm but the value still falls short of that of pristine graphene (Sun & Shi, 2013). 

Due to the ability of rGO to exhibit, to a good extent, the intriguing properties of 

graphene, large-scale production, and application, it has been found useful for energy 

applications especially when used as fillers for polymers. As the epoxy, hydroxyl, and 

carboxyl groups are not fully removed from the surface of GO upon reduction, the rGO 

nanosheets formed after the reduction facilitate interfacial interactions such as π-π 

stacking, electrostatic interactions, van der Waals forces, and hydrogen bonding between 

the polymer matrix and rGO (Mitra et al., 2015). Factors such as filler-polymer matrix 

interaction, morphology, and filler concentration determine the properties of polymer 

nanocomposites. These factors are also governed by the methods of nanocomposite 

preparation. Conducting polymer/graphene nanocomposites can be prepared chemically 

or electrochemical via in-situ polymerization. Conducting polymers are applicable in 

areas of supercapacitors, biosensors, field-effect transistors (FET), solar cells, etc. 

However, problems such as low electrical conductivity, poor environmental and 

electrochemical stability, and low chemical resistance have made reinforcement with 

carbon-based materials especially graphene important to achieve their potential 

applications. 
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Till date conducting polymer /graphene nanocomposites have been developed by 

several research groups and their optoelectronic applications had equally been 

demonstrated. In optoelectronics, especially polymer solar cells, graphene can be 

employed as a transparent electrode (Choe et al., 2010; Choi et al., 2012; Eda et al., 2008) 

or as an active layer material. Liu et al. fabricated bulk heterojunction (BHJ) polymer 

photovoltaic cells based on poly (3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) donor and solution-

processable functionalized graphene (SPFGraphene) acceptor. The successful fabrication 

showed that graphene-based PSC with good power conversion efficiency can be realized 

(Liu et al., 2010). GO or rGO is also applicable as a hole transporting material in polymer 

BHJ solar cells. Although, poly(3,3-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate) 

(PEDOT:PSS) is commonly used in this regard, however, according to a report by Jeon 

et al. (2012), rGO film obtained via thermal reduction of GO, when used as a hole 

transporting layer in PSC, yielded a better power conversion efficiency than PSC 

containing PEDOT:PSS. 

Successful functionalization of graphene with phenyl isocyanate or dodecylbenzene 

sulfonic acid (DBSA) makes graphene dispersible in polar organic solvents such dimethyl 

sulfoxide (DMSO), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), and 1-mthyl-2-pyrrolidinone 

(NMP). Since the reduction of GO yields rGO with electrical conductivity comparable to 

that of graphene and easily dispersed conducting polymer/GO nanocomposites have been 

reported with high electrical and thermal conductivity with good solubility in polar 

organic solvents; conducting polymer/rGO could display an enhanced performance when 

applied in optoelectronics or electrochemical sensing. 

Hence, this chapter investigates in-situ polymerization of PNVC-Ppy in the presence 

of DBSA rGO to obtain DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO using ammonium persulfate as 

the oxidant and acetonitrile as the reaction medium. Structural and optical properties of 
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the polymer nanocomposites were elucidated using Fourier transformation infrared 

(FTIR) and RAMAN, photoluminescence, and UV-vis spectroscopy analyses. In 

addition, the thermal stability of the nanocomposites was examined at different rGO 

loadings. The DC electrical conductivities obtained in the present study were enhanced 

and the nanocomposite dispersed well some selected organic solvents. 

6.2 Experimental 

6.2.1 Preparation of rGO 

Reduced graphene oxide was prepared via chemical reduction of GO with hydrazine 

hydrate (Stankovich et al., 2007). Approximately 400 mg of GO was dispersed in 400 ml 

distilled water and ultrasonicated for 30 min to obtain a brown homogeneous aqueous GO 

suspension. Then, 1 ml hydrazine hydrate (N2H4.H2O) was added into the aqueous 

suspension and the mixture was heated at 80C for 24 h to yield a black precipitate. After 

the reaction completed, the mixture was filtered and the black residue repeatedly washed 

with methanol followed by distilled water. The final product was dried in a vacuum at 

80C for 24 h. 

6.2.2 Preparation of PNVC-PPy/rGO nanocomposites 

Firstly, rGO was dispersed in 20 mL of water by ultrasonication for 20 min. Equally, 

0.1 M DBSA, Py (1 M) and NVC (1M) were separately dissolved in 20 and 30 ml of 

acetonitrile respectively. The reduced graphene oxide was varied as 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5g the 

resulting nanocomposites which were designated as DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO-1, 

DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO-2, and DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO-3. The monomers 

solution was added to the solution of DBSA in acetonitrile and the mixture was 

ultrasonicated for 20 min. The solution obtained was added to the dispersed rGO under 

sonication. The ultrasonication continued for another 30 min and afterwards, 0.4 M of 

APS in 20 ml ACN/water (1:1) mixture was added at a time to the mixture of DBSA, 
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NVC, Py, and rGO. The polymerization proceeded immediately and the reaction was 

allowed to continue for 24 h under vigorous stirring. The polymer nanocomposite thus 

obtained was washed several times with mixtures of chloroform, acetonitrile, ethanol and 

water and dried under vacuum at 65oC for 24 h. 

6.3 Results and discussion 

Graphene easily re-stacks so do rGO due to the very high surface area of graphene. 

Attempts to produce easily dispersed graphene proved abortive and most graphene-

polymer nanocomposites are applied where soluble graphene or its composites are not 

desired. To apply graphene in optoelectronics, a soluble or easily dispersed form is 

needed.    

6.3.1 FTIR analysis 

Figure 6.1 shows the FTIR spectra of GO, rGO, DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy, and DBSA-

doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO nanocomposite. For GO, the broad peak centred at 3363 cm─1 is 

assigned to the O─H stretching vibrations while the peaks at 1732, 1616 and 1225 cm─1 

are attributed to C=O stretching   sp2 hybridized C=C group and O─H bending, C─OH 

stretching. The rGO showed absorption bands at 2927 and 2856 cm−1 which can be 

attributed to asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibrations of CH2. The peaks at 1456 

and 1743 cm−1 in the rGO spectrum are recognized as the C─O stretching vibration of the 

epoxy and alkoxy groups, respectively. These peaks showed that the rGO still contains 

some remnants of oxygen-bearing groups as a result of oxidation of graphene to GO. In 

the copolymer-rGO spectrum, the new peaks at 2927 and 2989 cm─1 are from the reduced 

graphene oxide confirming the presence of rGO in the polymer matrix. These peaks 

revealed that rGO was effectively incorporated into the copolymer matrix to form the 

nanocomposite. The FTIR analysis indicates that the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO 

nanocomposite could display a better electrical conductivity than nanocomposite based 
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on GO because most of the oxygen bearing groups that are covalently linked to graphene 

in GO have been removed when GO undergoes reduction process with hydrazine. This 

phenomenon is further confirmed by Raman spectroscopy as revealed below. 

 

Figure 6.1: FTIR of GO, rGO, DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy, and DBSA-doped 

PNVC-PPy/rGO nanocomposite. 

6.3.2 Raman spectroscopy 

The Raman spectra (Figure 6.2 a-f) of GO and rGO contain two characteristic peaks 

both with high intensity. The peaks appear at 1350, 1600 cm─1 and 1358 and 1598 cm ─1 

corresponding to the D-bands (defect or edge areas) and G-bands (the vibration of sp2 
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hybridized carbon) respectively. One of the G bands of each spectrum also represents GO 

(1600 cm─1) and rGO (1592 cm─1) absorption respectively. The bands were due to either 

asymmetric vibrations of the carboxylate groups or ketones. Furthermore, the 2D bands 

of GO at 2934 cm─1 (C-H stretching) shifted to 2989 cm─1 upon reduction of GO to rGO. 

However, in the Raman spectra of PNVC-PPy/rGO composite, the appearance of a new 

peak 2978 cm−1 can be attributed to the 2D peak of rGO in composite. The broad 2D band 

indicates that rGO in the composite may be a multilayer structure. The D/G band intensity 

ratio expresses the atomic ratio of sp3/sp2 carbons, which is a measure of the extent of 

disordered graphite. The intensity ratio of D to G band in the GO spectrum is calculated 

to be 1.23, indicating that increased number of sp2 domains formed during the chemical 

reduction process. By increasing the concentration of rGO in the nanocomposite, the D/G 

band intensity significantly increased and this corresponds to an increase in conjugation 

length. Therefore, this result, confirming what was obtained FTIR analysis, further 

proved the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy is expected to display a much higher electrical 

conductivity compares to the nanocomposite based on GO.  
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Figure 6.2: Raman spectra of a) DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO-3, b) DBSA-

doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO-2, c) DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO-1 d) rGO, e) DBSA-

doped PNVC-Ppy, and f) GO 

6.3.3 FESEM study  

Figure 6.3 a-c shows the FESEM images of the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy, pure rGO, 

and DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO nanocomposite. GO is hydrophilic due to the presence 

of polar groups on its edges and surface. However, the rough morphology of rGO due to 

the formation of agglomerate as GO is being converted to a hydrophobic rGO indicating 

the loss of most of the oxygen bearing groups. The non-uniform globular structure of 

DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO shows that the rGO is incorporated into the copolymer 
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matrix as there are observable differences between the morphology of the copolymer and 

that of the composite. 

 

Figure 6.3: FESM image of a) rGO, b) DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy, and c) DBSA-

doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO 
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6.3.4 Electrical conductivity 

Reduction of GO restores the high conductivity of graphene. One of the aims of 

forming graphene/polymer nanocomposite is to obtain synergetic materials having the 

properties of both components of the composite. A composite of conducting polymer with 

rGO is therefore expected to display a better conductivity as regard the conducting 

polymer. The average conductivities of the nanocomposites obtained in this study are 

presented in Table 6.1. The rGO shows a very high conductivity value (46.7 S/cm). For 

the nanocomposites, conductivities increase with an increase in rGO loadings. The 

conductivity of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/GO, as described in chapter 5, is due π-π 

stacking between the copolymer matrix and GO nanoparticles. However, the 

conductivities increased dramatically after reduction as shown in Table 6.1. The 

significant increase in conductivity is perhaps due to higher surface area of rGO which 

increases the number of conductive paths for electrons and charge carriers and the 

removal of most of the oxygen-bearing groups that are covalently linked to GO before 

reduction. It should be noted that the polymers matrix is in a doped state. Thus, the 

conductivity of the composite is enhanced by several factors; formation of polarons and 

bipolarons upon oxidation, presence of delocalized π-electrons in the polymer backbone, 

high aspect ratio surface area of the rGO. 

Table 6.1: Electrical conductivity of rGO compared to GO, copolymer and 

DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO 

Sample Thickness (g) Conductivity (S/cm) 

DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy 0.15 0.095 

GO 0.15 0.102 

rGO 0.15 46.7 

DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO-1 0.15 27 

DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO-2 0.15 28 

DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO-3 0.15 30 
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6.3.5 X-RD analysis 

The XRD pattern of the rGO and DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy nanocomposites are 

presented in Figure 6.4. rGO exhibits a characteristic peak at 2θ = 20.85, 24.88, and 

28.99. Meanwhile, the copolymer is mainly amorphous so it displays only a broad peak 

at 2θ = 19.79°. Whereas, the appearance of peaks at 20.85, 24.88 and 28.99o in the XRD 

pattern of the DBSA-doped PNVC-PPy/rGO composites are the evidence that the unit 

structures of rGO are retained after the formation of the composite with the copolymer. 

The peak intensity increases with increase in rGO nanoparticles and becomes more 

tapered as a result of the π-π stacking of the benzene ring of the copolymer with rGO. The 

increase in the intensity of the first peak with increasing rGO concentration confirms the 

formation of well-ordered planes of rGOs. It is observed that peaks at 15.53 and 20.62 

become slender and intense with increasing percentages of rGO. The formation of the 

nanocomposite enhances the charge carrier transport thus confirming the results obtained 

from electrical conductivity measurements.  
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Figure 6.4: X-RD spectra of a) PNVC-Ppy b) rGO c) PNVC-Ppy/rGO-1, d) 

PNVC-Ppy/rGO-2 and d) PNVC-Ppy/rGO-3 

6.3.6 TGA analysis 

The thermal stability of rGO, DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy copolymer, and DBSA-doped 

PNVC-Ppy/rGO nanocomposite were measured using by TGA curves under N2 

atmosphere and the results are shown in Figure 6.5. All the samples undergo initial weight 

loss as a result of the loss of residual water molecule. The copolymer lost almost half of 

the original sample between 50 and 250C. rGO decomposes over three more stages to 

leave a residue which is 78% of the starting mass. The result shows that rGO is thermally 

stable perhaps due to loss of hydroxides, epoxides, and ketones during chemical reduction 

of GO. On the other hand, the copolymer undergoes two decomposition steps leaving 

behind 34% of the initial mass as the residue. From this result, it is obvious that rGO is 

more thermally stable than the copolymer. Therefore, the nanocomposite is expected to 

possess a better thermal stability compares to the copolymer. Interestingly, after the initial 

loss of water, the nanocomposite retains up to 56% of the original mass. The thermal 
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stability of the copolymer has been enhanced by the presence of rGO which possesses 

little or no thermally unstable labile oxygen. 

 

Figure 6.5: Thermogravimetry (TGA) micrograph of rGO, composite, and 

copolymer 

6.3.7 Optical study of PNVC-PPy/rGO nanocomposite 

The optical properties of the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy with and without rGO were 

investigated using UV-vis and photoluminescence spectroscopy. Figure 6.6 shows the 

UV-vis absorption spectra (a) and PL (b) spectra of the nanocomposites measured in 

DMF. The reduction of GO by hydrazine and the enhanced conductivity of rGO was 

further confirmed by UV-vis spectra of rGO. The single absorption peak of GO (Figure 

5.6b, in Chapter 5) at 227 nm red shifted to 279 nm indicating the restoration of 

conjugation and an increase in electron density within the rGO layers.  In the case of 

DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO composites, the peak at 337 nm red shifted to 425 nm 

which may be due to an interaction between DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy and rGO sheets in 

the composite. The interaction between the copolymer and the rGO sheets increases the 

presence mobile electrons along the polymer chain and therefore enhanced the electrical 
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conductivity observed earlier. The nanocomposite exhibited an optical band gap 

comparable to that of the copolymer. 

 

Figure 6.6: Optical absorption spectra of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy, DBSA-

doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO, and rGO (in-set)  

 

 The PL spectra of the composites in DMF solutions (Figure 6.7) shows that the 

intensity of the emission band of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO at around 360 nm was 

both blue-shifted and quenched as the concentrations of rGO in the composites increased. 

The quenching effect of rGO on the copolymer shows the effective photoinduced charge 

transfer from the copolymer to rGO (Heeger, 1998; Sariciftci et al., 1992). This implies 

that the composite can be applied in optoelectronics as a transparent electrode or as a 

donor-acceptor blend in the active layer of polymer-based solar cells. Also, the result 

confirms the potential of graphene as an important electron acceptor or a hole transporting 

material in optoelectronics. 
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Figure 6.8 : Photoluminescence spectra of a) PNVC-Ppy, b) PNVC-Ppy/rGO-1, 

c) PNVC-PPy/rGO-2, d) PNVC-Ppy/rGO-3, e) rGO 

6.4 Conclusion 

Composites of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy and rGO with good optical and electrical 

properties have been prepared via in situ chemical oxidative polymerization. UV-vis, 

Raman, FTIR, and XRD spectra   show that rGO nanoparticles interacted with copolymer 

chains and the copolymers chains were more ordered than with the presence of rGO which 

is due to the π-π interaction between the polymer matrix and the rGO nanocomposite. The 

charge carrier mobility of the composite was enhanced compared to the copolymer and 

the nanocomposite of the polymer with GO because the copolymer acted as an electron 

donor and rGO an acceptor. The acceptor capability of rGO in the composite was further 

endorsed by photoluminescence measurement of the composite. The copolymer 

luminesces was significantly quenched by rGO due to charge transfer from the copolymer 

to the rGO, as a result, the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO composite showed better 

electrical and thermal conductivity compared with the copolymer or its composite with 
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GO. In conclusion, the result suggests that dispersible DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO 

nanocomposite possesses the properties useful for photovoltaic applications. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

7.1 Conclusions 

The discovery of electrical conductivity in doped conjugated polymers has extended 

their potential application beyond electrical insulators. Conducting polymers are now 

among the frontier materials notable for their interesting electrical and optical properties 

with a range of potential applications. Particularly, conducting polymer-based solar cells 

are emerging as a potential alternative to solar cells fabricated from inorganic materials. 

Among the notable conducting polymers is polypyrrole and poly n-vinyl carbazole. 

Polypyrrole is renown owing to its environmental stability and excellent electrical 

conductivity. On the other hand, as an excellent hole conductor which has also 

demonstrated electron mobility, poly n-vinyl carbazole is capable of displaying charge 

transfer properties when used as an active layer material in optoelectronics.  

Solution processability is a cornerstone to various applications of conjugated 

polymers, especially in polymer solar cells where the active layer materials are fabricated 

from solutions. Meanwhile, most conjugated polymers are inherently intractable and as 

well insoluble owing to increasing conjugation as the chain grows which tends to increase 

their rigidity. Many synthetic routes to obtain conjugated polymers have little or no 

connection with their solution processability and thus some conducting polymer products 

will remain insoluble even after tremendous synthetic efforts. 

Being able to synthesise solution processable conducting polymers via relatively easy 

synthetic route is of great importance for their photovoltaic applications. The work 

described in this thesis concerns synthesis, characterization and photovoltaic applications 

of solution processable conjugated polymers. It focused on using DBSA as a dopant and 

stabilizing agent in the polymerization of NVC and Py to obtain copolymers processable 

from organic solutions as well as testing the photovoltaic properties of a device fabricated 
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based on the copolymers. This thesis also examined the effect of graphene oxide on the 

electrical properties of the DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy by synthesizing PNVC-Ppy/GO 

nanocomposite and established the photovoltaic application of the solution processable 

nanocomposite. 

The effects of DBSA concentration on the solubility and electrical conductivity of the 

copolymer was described. It is known that film of active layer materials in bulk 

heterojunction solar cells are processed from organic solution, and good solubility of the 

donor material plays a key role in fabricating efficient polymer BHJ solar cells. Therefore, 

the results provide compelling evidence that due to counterion effect of DBSA, a 

functionalized protonic acid, on the copolymer chain, the intractable copolymer of NVC 

and polypyrrole could be made soluble especially in polar organic solvents to give DBSA-

doped PNVC-Ppy. The simple synthetic route, which is chemical oxidative 

polymerization in the presence of a controlled amount of functionalized protonic acid 

may thus be used to obtain solution processable conducting polymers. The interactions 

between the optical absorption spectrum of the individual homopolymers resulted in a 

copolymer with moderately low band gap. Because the copolymer has been rendered 

soluble, upon doping with DBSA, a film of the copolymer could be spin cast to be used 

as a donor material in or a transparent electrode in optoelectronics. 

Based on the successful chemical synthesis of soluble conducting polymer of PNVC 

and Ppy, the hypothesis that DBSA can facilitate deeper interaction between the 

copolymer and GO and that the resulting nanocomposite could be dispersed in various 

organic solvents was tested.  By preparing a nanocomposite of the copolymer and GO 

using in situ chemical oxidative polymerization, a DBSA-doped/GO nanocomposite that 

dispersed well in some selected organic solvents was obtained. The obtained 

nanocomposite dispersed well in DMSO and its optical absorption and 
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photoluminescence properties were determined. Because GO sheets are covalently 

decorated with hydrophilic functional groups, its tendency to be electrically conductive 

is low. The results show that the electrical conductivity of the DBSA-doped PNVC-

Ppy/GO nanocomposite was enhanced when GO formed extended π-π electrons stacking 

with the copolymer. Further investigation of a reduced form of graphene oxide showed 

that DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy/rGO possesses better electrical properties than the 

nanocomposites based on GO. 

The potential of conducting polymers as electron donor materials in BHJ solar cells 

could only be realized if the polymer is solution processable. Making conjugated polymer 

solution processable via side-chain functionalization has already been established in the 

literature. Meanwhile, intractable polypyrrole and polyaniline have been rendered soluble 

upon doping with DBSA, a functional protonic acid. To demonstrate that solution 

processable conducting polymer synthesized via a simple chemical oxidative 

polymerization could be used as a donor material, photovoltaic performance of solar cell 

device based on a blend of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy: PC60BM was exhibited. The results 

demonstrated for the first time, that an appreciable power conversion efficiency could be 

realized from solar cell device based on DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy: PC60BM.  

7.2 Recommendations 

The processing route for obtaining solution processable conducting polymer 

established in this project is simple yet effective. However, the efficiency of polymer 

solar cell fabricated from a blend of DBSA-doped PNVC-Ppy and PC60BM is low. To 

enhance the efficiency of the device, further investigations into the structure-property 

relations vis-à-vis the microstructure of the of the copolymer is needed. The difficulties 

involved in the film casting of the DBSA-doped copolymer was suspected to be a major 

reason why the recorded efficiency of the solar cell is quite low. This is often attributed 
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to the low molecular weight of the DBSA-doped copolymer as the polymer chain is not 

large enough to facilitate adequate adherence of the spin coated film to the PEDOT:PSS 

layer. 
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